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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
This document is closely based on the description of the “Telewriter” as published on the “Models from other 
manufacturers” section of my Hellschreiber-teleprinter website (www.hellschreiber.com). 
 
In August of 2011, I received a message from David H. Jones in England. He recalled examining a rare start-stop 
Hellschreiber variant at the end of 1945, while he was working at the Post Office Research Station at Dollis Hill 
(north London). He was kind enough to write down his quite detailed memories (ref. A). The machine was portable, 
British-made, had a 3-row keyboard (no figure-keys), and an electrochemical Hellschreiber printer mechanism . The 
machine appeared to have been part of a small batch of pre-production prototypes. 
 
Many years later, in April of 2018, the plot finally thickened when I was contacted by Peter Prest. He owns a machine 
that appeared to match David Jones's description, though adapted to series production and with a 4-row keyboard. 
Subsequent research has turned up two additional machines. 
 
The machine shown on the cover page is one of the three known to still exist. It is in the collection of the Science 
Museum in London. It was donated to the museum in 1968 by B. Robertson, ref. K. The second machine carries 
serial nr. 109, and is in the collection of the Signals Museum at RAF Henlow/UK. The third machine is mounted on 
a board, rather than in a numbered carrying case. It is in the private collection of Peter Prest. In his analysis (ref. J), 
Peter construes that the machine was probably conceived in 1940, based on the operating instructions dating from 
the end of 1945 (ref. B), and assuming standard product development and procurement processes. 
 
Peter has gone through great lengths, to get his machine up and running, to figure out the many intricacies of the 
drive mechanism (for which he adapted his machine to use a low-speed stepper instead of the full-speed original 
motor), reconstruct the font, dig up what little documentation is available in archives, locate the other two 
machines, etc. He also provided all of the photos of his machine used in this document, made mechanical drawings 
as well as the referenced audio and video recordings. It has been a great pleasure to have had the opportunity to 
accompany Peter during (t)his quest, as well as the many friendly exchanges we had in order to converge on a 
detailed understanding of how it all works, and arrive at a description that is correct and sufficiently detailed. It has 
been very interesting and rewarding project! 
 
   
 

Frank Dörenberg 
 

April 2019 
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THE YB.02251 "TELEWRITER" 
 

 

 

Figure 1: The Telewriter and its carrying case 
(source unedited original photos: Science Museum in London, inventory nr. 1968-586) 

 
 
The equipment label on the carrying case shows the following information: 

• YB.02251 is the part number. "YB" refers to the section "Signal Stores, Automatic Telegraph, Line 
Transmission Equipment and Cryptographic Equipment" of the British Army Ordnance Store catalog. I.e., 
it is a military teleprinter. 

• "Telewriter" is the model designator. 
• G.T.L.: unknown. 
• Serial number 28. 

 
None of the three machines carries any identification of the manufacturer, unless "G.T.L." on the case label is a 
reference. However, research so far has not found a plausible explanation for this abbreviation. 
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Figure 2: Telewriters 
(source: left - adapted from Fig.1 in ref. B; right - unedited original photo: ©2018 Peter Prest) 

 
 
Note the hinged clear plastic hood to the left of the paper tape spool in Fig. 2. Most likely, its purpose is to protect 
the fragile printer wheel and the distributor rotor. Such hoods are not uncommon for conventional teleprinters of 
the same era, where they may also provide some noise reduction.  
 
The unit is actually quite small: it measures a mere 13½x6½x9½ inch (WxHxD, ≈34x16½x24 cm). The case is made 
of dark brown paxolin (one of the trade names for phenolic resin bonded paper laminate, like pertinax). The 
machine weighs 24½ lbs (≈11 kg). It is powered by 12 Vdc, provided by two 6 Vdc / 16 Ah batteries.  
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THE PRINTER OF THE TELEWRITER 
 

A regular Hellschreiber printer uses a spinning helix (spindle) to generate an inked spot that continuously sweeps 
across the width of a paper tape. The moving tape is tapped against the inked spindle, in the rhythm of received 
pixel pulses. The Telewriter uses a different approach: it creates such a sweeping spot with a printer wheel (a.k.a. 
"pecker wheel"). It has 5 tangential springs that are evenly spaced. At the end of each spring tab, there is a small 
chisel-shaped "pecker". It measures approximately 0.3 x 1 mm, see Figure 3 below. This suggests that printed 
characters are about 5 mm wide (twice as wide as standard Hellschreiber). Such a printer wheel prints a single line 
of text, unlike standard 1930s/1940s Hellschreiber spindles. This is consistent with the Telewriter using a start-stop 
system to synchronize sending and receiving machines, whereas standard Hellschreibers of that era use no 
synchronization. 
 
The Telewriter does not use ink. Instead, it uses an electro-chemical process. A water container is inserted into the 
left hand side of the machine. Chemically impregnated paper tape passes over the wet wick in the top of the water 
container. This moistening "activates" the paper, just before it reaches the printer wheel. The tape has to be moist, 
so as to conduct electrical current. 
 
Electrochemical telegraphy printing on paper tape dates back to the early 1800s by Samuel Thomas von Sömmering 
(a remarkable anatomist, physician, anthropologist, paleontologist, and inventor) in Prussia/Germany. It was 
improved upon several decades later (e.g., Alexander Bain; ref. C, D). It is unknown which chemical compound was 
used to impregnate the paper tape of the Telewriter. Rudolf Hell's original 1929 Hellschreiber prototypes used 
standard yellowish potassium ferrocyanide (prussiate of potash, "gelbes Blutlaugensaltz", unlike the red 
ferricyanide). Often, ammonium nitrate was added as a deliquescent (to keep the paper damp). Passing current 
through the yellowish salt solution causes electro-oxidation that decomposes the salt solution into a compound 
called Prussian Blue ("preußisch Blau", "Berlin Blau"). The impregnated paper tape only turns dark blue at the 
electrode with the highest potential. Typically, a potential of about 1 volt suffices (which may explains the 30 ohms 
resistor in series with the printer wheel). The tape is bleached at the electrode with the lower/negative potential. 
Heating the compound, mixing it with a strong acid, and exposing it to UV light, causes toxic cyanide gas to be 
released. A description of how to impregnate tape and recipe for the chemical solution can be found in ref. L. 
 
Prussian Blue dye has been used since the early 1700s, including for dyeing the cloth used for the uniforms of the 
Prussian military - hence its name. It is also gave its characteristic color to "blueprints": copies of technical drawings, 
based on a photochemical process involving Prussian Blue, widely used in the decades preceding the modern 
photocopier. 

 
Figure 3: Close-up of the black "pecker wheel" with its five spring-loaded tips 

(original unedited photo: ©2018 Peter Prest) 
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Note that the five tipped springs leafs are evenly spaced, but only around a part of the circumference of the printer 
wheel, almost as if a sixth one is missing: 
 

 

Figure 4: Principle of the Telewriter's electrochemical paper tape printer 
 
The original reels of Telewriter paper tape carried the British Army Ordnance Store number YB 03858 (ref. K). Width 
of the paper tape is 11/16 inch (≈ 17.5 mm). This is slightly wider than the 15 mm standard Hellschreiber tape for 
printing two identical parallel lines of text, and much wider than the 9.5 mm tape used in single-line start-stop 
Hellschreibers made by Hell/Siemens-Halske. The paper tape transportation drum below the printer wheel has a 
diameter of 1.25 inch (≈ 3.2 cm). 
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THE TELEWRITER FONT AND KEYBOARD-SENDER 
 
The Telewriter keyboard has a 4-row 38-key QWERTY layout with the keys A-Z, 2-9, space, + - / and "·" The letter 
"I" is also used for "1", and the letter "O" for zero. For legibility of the printed text, only capital letters are used.  
 

 

Figure 5: Four-row keyboard layout of the Telewriter machine 
(original unedited photo: ©2018 Peter Prest) 

 
The letter type on the keys closely resembles that of a 1930s portable typewriter of the British Oliver Typewriter 
Company. The keys are metal-rimmed, which is typical of typewriters of that era (Remington, Bar-Lock, Underwood, 
etc.). 
 
The presence of the space key implies that the Telewriter is a start-stop teleprinter system: the sending and 
receiving machine are asynchronous. They are (momentarily) synchronized for each character, by a start pulse that 
is sent as part of the each character. Synchronous Hellschreiber machines do not have (nor need) a space character: 
they are not start-stop systems. Instead, they rely on sufficiently equal motor speeds, combined with always 
printing two identical parallel lines of text, one above the other. One line is always legible, even if speed differences 
cause the slanting of the printed text. Start-stop systems (esp. over radio, with noise, fading, and multi-path echoes) 
are vulnerable to false (or omitted) start-pulse detection. 
 

 
Figure 6: Comparison of Telewriter with standard Hellschreiber fonts and speeds 
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The Telewriter uses the following bit-map font 1: 

 

Figure 7: The font of the Telewriter - 5x5 pixels in an 8x7 field 
(source: based on by signal tracing in a Telewriter machine by Peter Prest) 

 

 

Figure 8: Bottom view of the Telewriter machine 
(original unedited photo: ©2018 Peter Prest) 

                                                            
1 The bitmap font was invented by Rudolf Hell (“father” of the Hellschreiber) in 1929. 
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As with all pre-1970s keyboard teleprinter systems (i.e., pre Hell-80), the machine has an electro-mechanical font 
"memory". It comprises an individually coded key bar for each key of the keyboard, a set of 30 cross-wire installed 
just below the key bars (see Fig. 8 and 9), and a scanning rotary switch with 56 contact studs (one for each pixel of 
the 7x8 font matrix, see Fig. 10). 

 

 

Fig. 9: Fixation & tensioners of the cross-wire ends (same on the right hand side of the keyboard) 
(original unedited photos: ©2018 Peter Prest) 

 
 

 

Figure 10: The rotary distributor of the Telewriter machine 
(original photo: ©2018 Peter Prest) 

 
The "scanning switch" distributor, with it turned brass studs embedded in black thermoplastic, may have been 
made by Painton & Co. Ltd. of Kingsthorpe/Northampton (est. 1935). Ref. A.  
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Figure 11: Painton & Co. Ltd. "Winkler" switch wafer and 1952 advertising 
 
The 7x8 font matrix shown in Fig. 6 above, shows that first two columns are identical for all characters. These 
columns contain the start pulse of 8 pixel durations. This leaves a 7x6 sub matrix for printed character pixels. The 
last column is always blank, and provides the required spacing between printed characters. Of the remaining 7x5 
sub-matrix, the top pixels (row 7) are also always blank. The reason for this is unclear, as a start-stop Hell-printer 
does not need this: it only prints a single line of text, not two identical lines that require spacing between lines. In 
the end, the font memory only accommodates a 6x5=30 pixel sub matrix. This is why there are 30 cross-wires 
installed below the key bars of the keyboard. Note, however, that the five pixels of the bottom row are not used in 
the actual font of Fig. R7. Most likely, these pixels (and associated cross-wires) were reserved for making the font 
more legible at some point in the future - as was done in the "real" Hell fonts. 
 
 

 

Fig 12: From full character encoding to "keyboard selector + rotary distributor" implementation 
 
Each of the 30 cross-wires is connected to the corresponding contact stud of the rotary distributor: 
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Figure 13: Connections between keyboard cross-wires and rotary distributor 
(distributor wiper shown at the rest position = stud 4; note: on the machine, stud 9 is at the top) 

 
The contact studs that correspond to the start pulse pixels are hard-wired to the electrical "common" of the local 
key board and printer mechanism, and to the "L1" terminal of the 2-wire line that is connected to a remote 
Telewriter machine. 
 
Each keybar has key-specific protrusions: 
 

 

Figure 14: Keybar for the letter "E" 
 
When a key is engaged by pressing it, the protrusions make contact with (only) the cross-wires that correspond to 
the pixels of that particular character. As in Creed teleprinters (in particular Creed model 3X), the keybar is 
perforated to save weight. 
 
When the machine is turned on, the motor is running continuously. As described in detail further below, when a 
key is pressed, the wiper of the rotary distributor makes exactly one revolution at a speed that is equivalent to 160 
rpm = 160 characters per minute = 160/60=2.67 characters/sec. Each time the wiper passes a stud contact that is 
connected to "common" via the cross-wires and the selected key bar, a DC voltage pulse causes a pixel dot to be 
printed by the local printer and simultaneously by the connected remote printer. When the distributor wiper 
transitions from one stud to the next, the contact is "make before break" (i.e., both studs are briefly connected). 
While printing a character, the paper tape smoothly advances over the width of a character and then stops, like 
the rotary distributor.  
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THE DRIVE MECHANISM 
 

 

Fig. 15: 12 Vdc motor of the Telewriter machine in situ - with 90° gearing (left) and centrifugal governor 
(original unedited photo: ©2018 Peter Prest; used with permission) 

 
The motor has a centrifugal governor that is mounted on one of the two motor shafts. As visible in the photo above, 
the black disk of the governor has two slip rings on the shaft side. Two spring-loaded carbon brushes ride on these 
rings. Inside the governor, the rings are connected to the two contacts of the centrifugal switch. The governor has 
a diameter of 5 cm (2 inch). 

 
Figure 16: The 12 Vdc shunt field motor of the Telewriter machine - with the 90° gear box attached 

(original unedited photo: ©2018 Peter Prest) 
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Figure 17: The centrifugal governor with its cover - for comparison, the governor of a 1930s Creed 7B teleprinter 
(unedited original photo: ©2018 Peter Prest; source photo Creed governor: ref. E) 

 
 
The manufacturer of the motor is unknown. Another such motor, known to be of WW2 vintage, has Air Ministry 
markings (embossed "crown + AM"), as well as "Type CM3 12 V" marked on one end bell of the housing. 
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Figure 18: Top view of the drive mechanism 
(original unedited photo: ©2018 Peter Prest) 

 
Most of the driven shafts are supported by "Oilite" type bearing bushings (UK: bushes). The bearing sleeves are 
made of sintered porous bronze and are impregnated with oil, which makes them self-lubricating. 
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Figure 19: Drawing of the top view of the drive mechanism 
 
Note: lever L2 does not interact with the drive mechanism; possibly it was used to hold coaxial shaft E 
during assembly of the machine. 
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Figure 20: Drawing of the front of the mechanical drive unit with printer and distributor 
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Figure 21: Interaction of keyboard bar 2 and slip clutch A 
(photo and original drawing: ©2018 Peter Prest) 

 
The fixture F1 (green), the Bar 2 Follower (orange), and springs Sp2 and Sp3 are also visible in Figure 22 below, 
through the bottom cut-out in the rear panel: 
 

 

Figure 22: Rear view of the mechanical drive unit 
(original unedited photo: ©2018 Peter Prest) 
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THE DRIVE SEQUENCE 
 
Peter Prest analyzed the motion sequence of the machine with the help of a low-speed motor drive that replaced 
the original DC motor. Let's go through the mechanical drive sequence for local operation only. Refer to Figures 18 
- 22 above, and the schematics in Figures 23 - 25 below: 

• The machine is in the powered down state (Master Switch "off"): 
 A 12 volt /16 Ah battery is connected to the + and - terminals. 
 Terminals R1 and R2 are not bridged (they are only strapped for line operation, with one or more 

remote machines). 
• The machine is turned on with the Master Switch, which is a 4PDT switch (four simultaneous toggle switches, 

MS1-MS4): 
 The contacts of MS1-MS4 toggle (see circuit diagram in Fig. 24 below, which shows switch positions 

for Master "off"). 
 The motor starts and runs continuously (switch MS4 is closed). 

♦ The motor speed is regulated by the centrifugal governor switch S3 (see Fig. 16), which is 
placed in series with the DC motor's armature. The motor's field winding is energized 
permanently (as opposed to permanently energizing the armature and using the field winding 
for speed regulation). 

 Via a small 90° gear box (see Fig. 15, 19), followed by skew gears A and B, shaft A (located in 
Compartment 1) is now driven continuously. Ref. Figure 21. 

 At the far left end of shaft A (i.e., in Compartment 2), gear E permanently drives gear F. Hence, shaft 
D is also driven continuously. 

 Note that the coaxial hollow shaft C (colored red in Fig. 19) does not rotate yet! It is prevented from 
turning with shaft A, as slip clutch A is held by Catch A. Hence, shaft B (of the rotary distributor) does 
not rotate either. 

 Likewise, coaxial shaft E (colored green in Fig. 19) is at rest. It is prevented from turning with shaft D, 
as slip clutch B is held by Catch B. Hence, shafts F ( = printer wheel) and G ( = paper tape transport) do 
not rotate either.  

 Switch MS3 is closed, so the printer system is enabled. 
• The drive system remains in this idling state until one of the keyboard keys is pressed: 

 The hinged keyboard Bar 1 is installed across the front of the keyboard mechanism (see the left hand 
image of Fig. 9), and passes underneath the SPACE key. If a key is pressed, the entire Bar 1 pivots, and 
its lower edge moves towards the front of the machine, away from the keyboard. 

 The movement of Bar 1 pulls keyboard Bar 2 (the orange item in Fig. 21) also towards the front of the 
machine ( = to the left in Fig. 21). This causes the Bar 2 Follower to pull on the lower end of the Catch 
A Arm (blue in Fig. 21), such that Catch A releases Slip Clutch A (red in Fig. 21). As Bar 2 moves forward, 
the bend in the upper branch of Fixture 1 forces the Bar 2 Follower forward and downward. Spring 
Sp2 ensures that this follower follows the curved contour of Fixture 1. 

 Shortly after Slip Clutch A is released and now rotates with Shaft A, the Cam B follower of Lever L1 
(yellow in Fig. 9) drops off the vertical edge of Cam B, as the lever is pulled by Spring Sp1. The lower 
end of this lever moves towards the front of the machine until it is stopped by Peg 1 that is mounted 
on Bar 2. The force of the spring is such that Bar 2 is kept in its forward position, and thereby Bar 1 in 
its downward pivoted position. Therefore, the pressed key remains pressed for the duration of the 
motion sequence, while preventing all other keys from being pressed. The forward motion of Bar 2 
causes its follower to slide past the bottom end of the Catch A Arm. The latter then pops back against 
the adjustable Catch A End-Stop of Fixture 1, as it is pulled by Spring Sp3. This re-arms Catch A, for 
disengaging Slip Clutch A from Shaft A again at the end of the drive sequence. 

 The keybar (see Fig. R15) of the pressed key descends onto the 30 keyboard cross-wires (see Fig. R9, 
R10, R14). Each keybar has key-specific protrusions that touch a subset of these wires, and connect 
them electrically to keyboard "common". This wire subset corresponds to the pixels that make up the 
character that is selected with the pressed key (Fig. 6, 13). Each of the 30 cross-wires is connected to 
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one of the 56 studs of the distributor (though wires nr. 26-30 are held in reserve and are not used). 
Via the keybar protrusions, only the key-specific pixels are enabled. 

 As soon as, and as long as, Slip Clutch A is released, the coaxial shaft C rotates with the continuously 
turning shaft A. Via skew gears D and C, shaft B ( = rotary distributor) now also turns. The distributor 
wiper (which was at rest at distributor stud nr. 4) rotates clockwise (looking at the front of the 
machine), and in sequence, makes contact with each of the 56 pixel studs. 

 The rear part of Shaft B carries Cam A. When idling, the follower of the cam-driven contact S1 rests in 
the notch of Cam A and S1 is connected to terminal R1 (see Fig. 23-25). As shaft B starts to turn, S1 
leaves the notch, is disconnected from R1, and makes contact with the 500 Ω resistor. At this point in 
the drive sequence, the distributor wiper passes "start pulse" studs nr. 5-12. These studs are hard-
wired to keyboard "common". Hence, the electro-magnet is energized via switch MS3 and cam contact 
S2. This causes the spring-loaded Catch B to release Slip Clutch B 

 Soon after the motion sequence starts, the cam briefly actuates cam contact S1 (see Fig. 19, 24, 25). 
This briefly connects one side of the two series-connected solenoids of the electro-magnet to +12 volt: 
via the 500 ohm resistor, cam contact S1, switch MS3, and cam contact S2.This connects the lower 
side of the solenoids to the negative terminal of the 12 volt battery. The resulting energization pulse 
causes the spring-loaded armature of the electro-magnet (see Fig. 22) to pull Catch B, which releases 
Slip Clutch B. In turn, this enables coaxial shaft E (green in Fig. 19) to rotate with the continuously 
turning shaft D. As shaft E rotates, Cam C changes the state of cam-driven contact S2. This causes the 
electro-magnet to be de-energized. I.e., the electro-magnet is only energized by a short pulse. Catch 
B is re-armed as soon as the solenoid energization pulse subsides. However, this catch cannot 
disengage Slip Clutch B until the end of the drive sequence. 

♦ The two solenoids of the electro-magnet are marked "500" in the original circuit diagrams (Fig. 
23, 24). In the machine of Peter Prest, these components are actually marked "580 Ω" and 
"ST.39362 A". The buzzer relay is a British Post Office type, marked "4671 ACF W43.1", and its 
metal cover is embossed "AN".  

 Coaxial shaft E drives shaft F ( = printer wheel) via gears G and H. It also drives shaft G ( = paper tape 
transport) via worm gear I and worm wheel J (see Fig. 19, 20). During the drive sequence, the printer 
wheel makes one revolution, whereas the paper tape transportation drum is rotated over the width 
of a printed character. 

 During the remainder of the drive sequence, the wiper contact of the rotary distributor touches 
contact studs nr. 14-56 followed by nr. 1-3. Based on the pressed key, specific contact studs are 
connected to keyboard "common", via the protrusions of the associated keybar. Each time the 
distributor wiper passes over such a "pixel" contact, the scanning "pecker" of the printer wheel creates 
a blue pixel on the paper tape. 

 Near the end of the drive sequence, the Cam B follower of Lever L1 is lifted again by Cam B (see Fig. 
21). This causes the bottom of the L1 lever arm to move towards the back of the machine. This allows 
the keybar spring to push Bar 2 also backward, and release the pressed key by letting Bar 1 pivot back 
to its default position. At the same time, the rounded edge of the Bar 2 Follower rides over the bottom 
of the Catch A Arm (momentarily pushing the back end of Bar 2 downward), before reaching its initial 
position again. 

 Catch A was already re-armed, shortly after starting the drive sequence. It will disengage Slip Clutch A 
from Shaft A when the Catch grabs the notch of that Slip Clutch again, at the end of the latter’s 
revolution. Likewise, Catch B disengages Slip Clutch B from Shaft D. 

 Both of the cam-driven switch contacts (S1 and S2) are also back in their starting state. 
 This terminates the drive sequence, and the machine idles until the next key is pressed.  
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Recording of the Telewriter character set - distributor pulses converted to 1500 Hz tone pulses 
Visit https://youtu.be/GIkyr7EPYsU to hear & see the above clip on YouTube   (©2018 Peter Prest) 

 
The sequence of the recorded 38 characters follows the Telewriter keyboard rows from left to right: Q through P, 
A through /, + through •, 2 through 9. Note that the Telewriter uses bursts DC pulses, not tone pulses. For 
illustration purposes, the DC pulse sequences were converted to tone pulses with a tone frequency of 1500 Hz. 
Below are three video clips that show the motion of the distributor wiper, the printing wheel and paper transport 
drum below it, upon pressing one of the keyboard keys. To be able to show the entire drive sequence in slow 
motion, the original DC motor was replaced with a (whining) stepper motor. 

 

 

VIDEO: Front view of the Telewriter - covers removed, single character motion sequence 
Visit https://youtu.be/MSf0N2vLEnM to see the above video clip on YouTube    (©2018 Peter Prest)  

 
 

 

https://youtu.be/GIkyr7EPYsU
https://youtu.be/MSf0N2vLEnM
https://youtu.be/MSf0N2vLEnM
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Angle view of the Telewriter - covers removed, single character motion sequence 
Visit https://youtu.be/stSGCWTN1Fw to see the above video clip on YouTub     (©2018 Peter Prest) 

 
 

 

Top view of the Telewriter drive system - covers removed, single character motion sequence 
Visit https://youtu.be/x1kTa1jNO1M to see the above video clip on YouTube    (©2018 Peter Prest) 

 
 

  

https://youtu.be/stSGCWTN1Fw
https://youtu.be/x1kTa1jNO1M
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When two Telewriter machines are connected, the following overall system circuit diagram applies: 
 

 

Figure 23: Telewriter circuit diagram - two machines interconnected 
(switch contacts MS1-MS3 shown for Master Switch MS in "ON" position; MS4 is in the motor circuit - not shown) 

 
The above diagram is based on the official complete circuit diagrams shown in Fig. 24 and 25 below. To make it 
easier to follow and understand the power and signal flows, the motor circuitry is not shown, and the layout has 
been rearranged. The diagram shows two Telewriter machines in the "line operation" configuration: in both 
machines, the terminals R1 and R2 have been strapped, and the two machines are interconnected via their L1 and 
L2/E terminals.  
 
Let's assume that one machine is powered up and idling, whereas the second machine is powered off. Each machine 
has a "call buzzer". In both machines, the buzzer is normally "off". In the idling machine, this is because switch 
contact MS2 is open (Master Switch is ON), as is relay contact a1. The associated buzzer relay cannot be energized, 
because switch contact MSN1 is open (Master Switch is ON). In the second machine, switch contact MS2 is closed 
(Master Switch is OFF), and relay contact a1 is open.  
 
Each time a key is pressed on the idling machine, it will go through a drive sequence as detailed above. Each time 
its rotary distributor makes a revolution, the start-pulse contact studs and the pixel contact studs of the pressed 
character (none for SPACE) cause the minus terminal of the 12 volt battery to be connected to the L1 terminal of 
the operating machine. Via the line wire, this terminal is connected to the L1 terminal of the "sleeping" machine, 
and the lower side of its buzzer relay. The plus 12 volt terminal of the operating machine is connected to upper side 
of the buzzer relay in this "sleeping" machine (via the L2/E line, the R1-R2 strap, and the closed MS1 contact). So, 
each pulse of the rotary distributor in the operating machine energizes the buzzer relay in the sleeping machine 
and briefly activates the buzzer. The buzzer pulses will prompt the operator of the "sleeping" machine to turn that 
machine on, which disables the buzzer (MS2 is open). At that point, the system configuration is basically that of 
two idling machines. 
 
Standard operating procedure after turning the machine on, is to advance the moistened tape from the water 
container wick to the printer wheel, by pressing any key a sufficient number of times (ref. B). At the same time, this 
would signal "ready to receive message" to the operator of the calling machine, as we will see next. 
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When a key is pressed on either of the two idling machines, that sending machine will go through a complete drive 
sequence: 
• The start pulse in the sending machine will cause the solenoids of the local electro-magnet to be briefly 

energized.  
• The solenoids in the receiving machine are energized simultaneously. They are effectively connected in parallel 

with those in the sending machine: via the L1 and L2/E line connections, the R1-R2 strap, the (still closed) cam-
driven S1 contact, switch contact MS3, and the cam-driven S2 contact. The energization pulse causes Catch B 
to release Slip Clutch B. The printer drive mechanism in this machine (Slip Clutch B, all downstream gears and 
shafts, the printer wheel and the paper tape transport) will go through the standard drive sequence. 

• In the receiving machine, no key is pressed. Hence, its Slip Clutch A is not released and the rotary distributor 
remains at rest! Only the printer mechanism is activated!  

• The motor in the receiving machine is powered by the local 12 volt battery, but the current for its electro-
chemical printer comes from the battery of the sending machine, via its distributor. 

• Upon completion of the drive sequence, both machines are in the idling state again. 
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 
 

 

Figure 24: Telewriter circuit diagram - aluminum placard on the machine 
(original unedited photo: ©2018 Peter Prest) 

 
The circuit diagram shown in the 1945 instruction manual is slightly different (and improved):  
 

 

Figure 25: Telewriter circuit diagram - from the Work Instructions (manual) 
(source: Fig. 5 in ref. 43B) 
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In Fig. 25, compared to Fig. 24, the "pecker wheel" is called "printing wheel", the 56 studs of the rotary distributor 
have been renumbered, all switch and relay contacts are labeled ("MS" refers to the 4DPDT On/Off Master Switch, 
whereas S1 and S2 are cam-driven), correct symbology is used for those contacts, the buzzer is connected between 
the battery and the motor's RF choke inductors, and switch MS1 and buzzer relay contact A1 are swapped (Figure 
25 reflects the actual wiring). The 30 ohm resistor in series with the printer wheel provides current limiting, in case 
the printer mechanism is inadvertently operated without paper tape while the machine is configured for line 
operation. I.e., R1 and R2 are strapped, there is no line resistance, and only the 250 mA fuse and the series resistor 
provide protection. To the right of the printer/distributor drive unit, there is an interconnection panel with the 
main switch: 
 

 

Figure 26: Panel with main switch, fuse, and terminals for phone line & batteries 
(original unedited photo: ©2018 Peter Prest) 

 
The panel has two phone line terminals that are labeled "L1" and "L2 or E". Communication between machines was 
via a 2-wire phone line, or a single-wire phone line with return via ground/earth ("E"). This could be a point-to-
point or an "omnibus" circuit (a.k.a. "party line", where the line is shared by multiple parallel terminals). As signaling 
was done with DC pulses, the phone lines could not include transformers. Up to four additional 1.5 volt cells (of an 
8-cell battery) could be connected to the machine, to boost the line voltage so as to obtain sufficient signal current 
in the remote receiving machine(s) when operating with a line resistance above 1000 ohms (ref. B). When no 
additional cells are used, the terminals marked "EXTRA CELLS" are bridged. A 250 mA fuse is in series with the 
additional cells. The fuse holder is made by Belling & Lee and has a "10H/9613" military stores part number. The 
terminals marked "R1" and "R2" are to be bridged for line operation. See the schematics (Figs. 24 & 25 above) and 
the operating manual (ref. B). Note that the "+" of the 12 volt battery is connected to L2/"earth", not to L1! 
 

 

Fig. 27: Top of the "incoming call" buzzer, made by Sun Electrical Co. Ltd., and 1918 SunCo advertising  
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THE WATER CONTAINER 
 
The water container measures 3.5x2.75x1.09 inch (WxDxH, ≈ 8.9x7x2.8 cm). It is made of six separate pieces of 
yellowish celluloid-like translucent plastic. The material is about 0.085 inch thick (≈ 2.2 mm). The top and bottom 
pieces are L-shaped, see photos below. The side is a single strip that was softened and formed into the outline of 
an "L", and is sandwiched between the top and bottom pieces. The ends of the strip overlap by about half an inch 
(≈ 1+ cm), and are glued together. There are three strengthening pieces installed on the outside of the container: a 
round piece underneath the circular base of the wick holder, a rectangular one underneath the spring-loaded 
container retaining clip, and a small round piece for the cap chain retainer. The first piece and metal base are fixed 
from below with four brass screws that are cut off and filed flat on the outside. The retaining clip is fixed with two 
brass screws and nuts. The screw cap and wick holder are made of nickel plated brass. The flat wick is about 0.7 
inch wide (≈ 18 mm). The wick holder base holds a round plate with two projections that prevent the plate from 
turning. The plate holds a retaining clip with ends that are folded upward. The wick is passed upward on one side 
of the clip, across it, and down again on the opposite side of the clip, back into the container. The wick is long 
enough such that both ends lie on the bottom of the container. The plate can be pulled out, to refill the container 
with water, or to replace (or adjust) the wick. The wick is actually a long rectangular strip of coarse cotton-like cloth, 
folded over lengthwise, with the open edges sewn to form a long, closed flat envelope. The envelope is filled with 
a long strip of material, possibly felt. 

 

Fig. 28: Top & bottom of the water container with screw cap - note wick holder and the coarse cloth wick 

 

Figure 29: The water container, with the wick holder cap screwed on 
(original unedited photos: ©2018 Peter Prest; used with permission) 
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In Figure 20 above, note that the just-moistened paper has to travel a certain distance to the printer wheel. 
Probably the width of a dozen or so printed characters. This is why the Working Instructions (ref. B, §6) state that 
before actually using the machine, the operator must "depress any key several times until the damp part of the 
paper reaches the peckers." 
 

 

 

Figure 30: Setting up instructions - placards on the machine's paper stand (see Figure 2) 
(original unedited photo: ©2018 Peter Prest; used with permission) 
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TELEWRITER PROCUREMENT 
 
 
REASONS FOR DEVELOPING THE TELEWRITER 
 
1.  From the early days of WW2, the General Staff at the War Office constantly argued that some 


alternative  to  Morse  should  be  found.  There  was  no  longer  a  large  pool  of  Morse  trained 


personnel available from the General Post Office, since for several years, the G.P.O. had moved 


over to teleprinters, and the training for Morse operation to a suitable level took significant time 


and absorbed skilled personnel. 


2.  From the War Office down to Divisional Headquarters, Creed teleprinters solved the problem but 


only to a certain extent. Initially there were significant problems of supply, and because the G.P.O. 


had to a large extent moved over to women teleprinter operators (which at this period did not 


suit army recruitment), training was still required. 


3.  However, the main problem was for forward areas, where at the beginning of the war the choice 


was Wireless, with  its  problems  of  security,  or  Line  equipment using  Telephony  or Morse  via 


Fullerphones. 


4.  What was required for forward areas was a less complicated, less expensive, DC powered, and 


lighter apparatus than the conventional teleprinter which weighed at least 60 lbs. The apparatus 


should also be suitable for Line or Wireless operation. 


 


PROCUREMENT PROCEDURE 
 


1.  Following  a  number  of  War  Office  committees  that  also  involved  the  Royal  Signals,  a  new 


specification would  be  formally  passed  to  the Ministry  of  Supply  as  an  approved War  Office 


requirement. The Ministry of Supply could approach the problem in three different ways. A direct 


purchase from the trade, a suitable firm could be selected to design and produce the equipment, 


or thirdly, it might be developed by the Signals Experimental Establishment (S.E.E., which in 1942 


became  the  Signals  Research  and  Development  Establishment,  S.R.D.E.),  and  then  be 


manufactured by a suitable firm. 


2.  In the case of the Telewriter,  it  is probable that the third approach was used.  In the Research 


Establishment, the design would be carried out, and a prototype or prototypes produced in their 


model shop, which had considerable skills, ref. A. It is thought that the unit seen in Dollis Hill [FD: 


by David Jones] in 1945 was such a prototype. The Research Establishment was responsible for 


initial trials and had then to convince the development staff of the Ministry of Supply that the 
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item  was  technically  satisfactory  before  orders  could  be  placed  by  their  production  staff.  A 


suitable  manufacturing  company  would  then  be  selected,  although  in  some  cases  the 


manufacturing company may have become involved at an earlier stage. 


3.  Before the production was planned, the Ministry of Supply had to be informed by the War Office 


as to their total requirements, and the rate at which the item was wanted. As soon as the first 


units were constructed, further initial field testing would have been carried out under the control 


of  the Research Establishment.  The unit owned by Peter Prest, which  is mounted on a board 


rather than in a case, is probably such a unit. Many of its screws give the impression of having 


been taken out several times. 


4. Once approval had been obtained a Royal Ordnance Stores number would be allocated (YB.02251) 


and the completed cased units would have been sent to the Royal Ordnance Stores, which for 


Signals was at Donnington Shropshire. 


 


WHO PRODUCED THE TELEWRITER ? 


 


1.  Assuming the prototype was designed and developed by one of  the Research Establishments, 


which one depends on the date it was started (examined below). S.E.E. became S.R.D.E. in 1943. 


2.  At present the manufacturer of the production version is unknown. The initials G.T.L. printed on 


the case label may be the initials of the manufacturer but much searching has not yielded a likely 


company with these initials. There is no identifying information on the machine itself other than 


“Lightweight Telewriter” on the aluminium circuit diagram panel. The complexity of the machine 


and the number of parts that required special tooling would have required quite a major effort. 


For example the tooling for the bakelite cover beneath the keys would have been very expensive 


and only the intention of producing a large number of Telewriters would have made it a suitable 


design. 


3.  A natural manufacturer might  have been Creed, but  they were probably  fully  engaged  in  the 


production of their own teleprinters and anyway may not have approved of the unconventional 


design  of  the  Telewriter.  Many  parts  of  such  a  machine  would  have  been  subcontracted  to 


specialist suppliers and the paper spool, speed governor and clip to hold text do look very similar 


to  Creed  components.  The body  of  the motor  is  the  same  as  a  known WW2 motor with  Air 


Ministry markings. The buzzer by SUNCO ( Sun Electrical Company ), the fuse holder by Belling 


Lee etc. 
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DATING OF THE TELEWRITER 


 


1.  At present there is no firm information, so dates must be inferred from dates that are certain: 


S.E.E.  becomes S.R.D.E.       Initially at Horsham        1942 


            then at Christchurch        1943 


Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers (R.E.M.E.) take over maintenance and repair of second 


and fourth echelon Signals Equipment.          October  1942 


First Echelon repairs        Royal Signals    In the field 


Second Echelon repairs      R.E.M.E.    Field workshops 


Fourth Echelon repairs      R.E.M.E.    Base workshops 


(There were no third echelon repairs for Signals Equipment) 


 


Ref. B: R.A.O.C. Notes on Equipment Volume IV, February  1944 


 


Draft E.M.E.R.  TELS  T  223/1   Issue Date      March    1945 


 


Telewriter Working Instructions    YB.04159      December  1945 


 


Ref. C: Nalder ‐ “During the war years considerable effort was expended in the development of an 


apparatus known as the telewriter, but it did not prove satisfactory in the field.” 


 


Ref. D: Nalder ‐ “Forward of divisional headquarters, however some less complicated and less 


expensive apparatus was necessary. Attempts to produce a simple form of 


keyboard instrument usable with line or wireless resulted in an experimental 


“telewriter” but this was not entirely satisfactory and nothing better had been 


designed before the end of hostilities.” 


 


2.  Although  the YB.02251 number does not appear  in  the R.A.O.C. Notes document  (which only 


covers  the most  common equipment),  the date of  this document and  the  sequence of  stores 
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reference numbers  that  it does  contain,  suggest  that  the YB.02251 number would have been 


issued  in  mid‐1943  at  the  latest  (this  is  not  absolutely  certain  because  YB  numbers  were 


sometimes  re‐used).  However,  assuming  this  to  be  true  and  the  implication  by  Colonel  T.B. 


Gravely (ref. E) that re‐design for manufacturing plus the manufacturing process itself would take 


typically in the order of 2 years, takes the beginning of this process to mid‐1941. The initial design 


and building and testing of the prototype would perhaps have taken 1 year. So that work would 


possibly  of  started  in mid‐1940.  This  is  all  very  uncertain,  but  it  does  tie  in  with  the  Nalder 


statement  that  “during  the  war  years  considerable  effort  was  expended  ...”  After  the  first 


production units were completed there would have been significant testing in the field and since 


the unit was “not entirely satisfactory”, it is easy to understand that production of the “Working 


Instructions” and an E.M.E.R. could have run until l945. The end of the war and the ensuing severe 


cut backs plus the problems encountered, would have let to the cancelling of the project. EMER 


TELS T 223/1 does not appear in the 1950 list of EMERs. 


 


OTHER POINTS OF INTEREST 


 


1.  After all the searching, the name Telewriter referring to this machine has only been found in two 


books, i.e., the two Nalder Books. 


 


2.  A complete computer search of 86 electronics related magazines at: 


https://www.americanradiohistory.com/hd2/IDX‐Site/search.cgi 


has  only  found  a  single  Telewriter  machine  for  sale  on  the  surplus  market  Ref  F,  and  two 


subsequent  private  adverts  Ref.  G  and  Ref.  H  trying  to  obtain  a  handbook  and  motor  for  a 


Telewriter YB‐02251. There is very strong evidence that these all relate to the same machine that 


was eventually donated to the Science Museum London. 


 


3.  The style of the keyboard keys is rather dated for the war years, and looks identical to that of the 


Olivetti Oliver Portable typewriter produced from 1931 to 1933. It is possible that spares from 


this unit or similar were used. 


 


Ref. A:   “The Goldstone Paper” by F. Goldstone, “A report of the running of the Signals Research 


and Development Establishment from its early days up to 1945”, edited by Louis Meulstee. 
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Ref. B:  “Wireless for the Warrior ‐ Compendium 6” by Louis Meulstee. 


Ref. C: Nalder, see previous reference. 


Ref. D: Nalder, see previous reference. 


Ref. E:  “The Second World War 1939‐1945 Army Signal Communications” by Colonel T.B. Gravely 


O.B.E., The War Office, 1950. 


Ref. F: ““TELEWRITER” lightweight portable teleprinter, 12v DC., one only £25 (15/‐ p&p)”, 


advertising in “Short Wave Magazine”, December 1961, p. 558. 


Ref. G: “Wanted: Motor for Telewriter YB‐02251”, advertising in “Short Wave Magazine”, December 


1962, p. 560.  


Ref. H: “Wanted: Motor and Handbook, etc., for Telewriter YB‐02251”, advertising in “Short Wave 


Magazine”, February 1963, p. 669.  
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 


ROBERT SMITH, OF BLACKFORD, COUNTY OF PERTH, SCOTLAND, AND 
ALEXANDER BAIN, OF BEEVOR LODGE, HAMMERSMITH, COUNTY OF 
MIDDLESEX, ENGLAND. 


IM PROVEMENT IN ELECTRO-CHEMICAL TELEGRAPHS. 
Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 6, S3?, dated October 30, 1849. 


To all chom it may concerm : 
Be it known that we, RoIBERT SMITH, Es 


quire, lecturer on chemistry, of Blackford, in 
the county of Perthshire, in Scotland, in the 
Kingdom of Great Britain, and ALEXANDER 
BAIN, Esquire, electro-telegraphic engineer, of 
Beevor Lodge, Hammersmith, in the county 
of Middlesex, in the Kingdom of England, 
have invented certain new and useful Improve 
ments in Electro-Chemical Telegraphs. 
These improvements consist, first, in the pe 


culiar mode of arranging the several parts 
herein described of our marking-instruments of 
electrochemical telegraphs; secondly, in a 
mode of constructing a style or point holder 
so as to afford a ready and convenient mode 
of regulating the pressure of the style or point 
on the surface of the chemically-prepared pa 
per or other suitable fabric; thirdly, in a mode 
of applying a weight for regulating the press 
ure of an upper on a lower revolving wheel or 
roller in motion, so as to grasp the strip of 
chemically-prepared paper or other suitable 
fabric and insure its being drawn continually 
forward; fourthly, in a mode of arranging the 
marking-instruments, keys, wires, and bat 
teries in a single circuit and in branch circuits 
connected therewith, so that a copy of a mes 
sage sent from any station may be marked 
upon the chemically-prepared paper or other 
fabric at any desired number of stations in 
communication therewith, and also, if required, 
at the transmitting-station. 
We do hereby declare that the following is 


a full, clear, and exact description of the con 
struction and operation of the same, reference 
being had to the annexed drawings, forming 
part of this specification. 


Figures 1, 2, and 3 are perspective views of 
three marking-instruments and apparatus as 
they would be arranged and appear at three 
distinct and distant stations-as, for instance, 
at New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore 
which may be portions of an extensive system 
of telegraphic communication from and at 
any of which messages may be transmitted 
and received. These instruments may be at 
any convenient distances from each other, and 


although three only are here shown, any num 
ber of them may be used, according to the num 
ber of places between which it is desired to 
transmit intelligence. Fig. 4 is an external 
side elevation of a marking-instrument. Fig. 
5 is a plan of the same; Fig. 6, an end eleva 
tion, and Fig. 7a vertical longitudinal section 
through the line a b of Fig. 6. . . 
The same letters and figures refer to similar 


parts in each of these figures. 
Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7 are drawn of the full size 


as employed by us. Figs. 1, 2, 3, 8,9, and 10 
are drawn to a scale of eight inches to a foot. 
Within a metal frame, A B C D, open at the 


ends, is a movement consisting of a train of 
wheels or clock-work set in motion by a spring 
within the barrel a?, the posterior periphery of 
which is formed into teeth a”, that work into 
and drive a pinion, b', on the axle of the first 
wheel, c, The wheel c takes into a wheel, d, 
on the axle of the larger wheele, which wheel 
e works into a pinion, e, on the axle f", which 
carries a wheel,g. The axle f" passes through 
the front plate of the frame, and is supported 
by an external bracket, E, screwed or other 
wise affixed to the frame. The wheel? drives 
a pinion, h, the axle of which projects through 
the back frame and is supported by a bracket, 
F, affixed thereto. On this axle, between the 
side frame and the bracket F, is placed an arm, 
i, carrying an adjustable fly or regulator with 
two vanes, i i", the resistance of the air against 
which as they revolve retards the motion of 
the train of wheels acted upon by the spring. in 
the barrel af. The two values i' i' turn spring 
tight on pivots in the arm i, to admit of their 
being set at any required angle, and thereby 
increase or diminish the amount of resistance 
opposed to the motion of the train of wheels. 
The two side frames of the instrument, ABC 


D, are held together by four pillars, GGG'G'", 
which are riveted to the back frame. The op 
posite ends of these pillars pass through the 
front frame, and are pinned on the outside there. 
of. The side frames, A B C D, and the foun 
dation-plate A" are of metal; but the top H of 
the frame is of wood or other non-conductor of 
electricity, and is secured thereto by two sunk 
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???Y8, k k, which pass down into the pillars 
G. G. - 


A detent-lever, II, is centered upon a double 
shouldered screw inserted in the back frame of 
the instrument, and terminates in a projecting 
arm, j, which, catching the arm i of the vanes, 
prevents their revolving, but being depressed 
permits them to revolve freely. 
The range of the detent-lever I is limited by 


two pins fixed in the frame. Attached to the 
front frame externally there is a projecting 
plate, K, carrying a fixed axle, l, on which is 
mounted a brass collar, m, and wooden roller 
m", upon which is coiled a strip of chemically 
prepared paper or other fabric, P. 
We would here state that the paper, linen, 


or other suitable fabric may be prepared by. 
being equally and thoroughly moistened by the 
following chemical compound, viz: ten parts, 
by measure, of a saturated solution of prussiate 
of potash, which will be best made in distilled 
water, and we prefer to use the yellow prussiate 
for this purpose; two parts, by measure, of ni 
tric acid of the strength of about 400 by Baumé's 
scale; two parts, by measure, of muriatic acid 
of the strength of about 200 by Baumé's scale. 
To keep the paper or other fabric in a suffi 
ciently moist state favorable for the action of an 
electric current, we add about one part, by meas 
ure, of chloride of lime. This mixture is to be 
kept stirred about with a glass rod until the 
chloride of lime is in complete solution. 
In connection with this compound, itis proper 


to observe that we have found that prussiate 
of potash combined with almost any acids will 
give marks under the decomposing action of an 
electric current; but no other mixtures act so 
quickly or give such permanent marks with 
feeble currents of electricity as that herein de 
scribed. The principal use of the chloride of 
lime is that it absorbs moisture from the at 
mosphere, and thereby keeps the prepared fab 
ric in a proper state to be acted upon by an 
electric current in all states of the weather. 
At the back of the plate Kisscrewed a spring, 


n', the end of which is bent round and presses 
against the roller m, so as to prevent its turn 
ing, except when acted upon by some moving 
power. 


Between the front plate of the instrument 
and the bracket E, and immediately over the 
rollerg, there is a larger roller, O, the periphery 
of which we prefer to be of wood. The axle O 
of the roller O turns in slots cut in the side 
frame of the instrument and the bracket E, the 
roller O being kept in close contact with the 
rollerg by a stem, p, which presses upon the 
axleo. The stem p is acted upon by a weight, 
Q, which slides backward and forward upon a 
spindle, ?', so as to increase or diminish the pressure upon the roller O, according as the 
weight is brought nearer to or farther from 
the stem p. The back end of the spindle r is 
attached to a boss, s, held in its required posi 


tion on the spindlet by a set-screw, W. When 
ever it is required to take out the roller O the 
stem p and weight Q are lifted and turned back 
until the set-screw V comes in contact with a 
stop, w, afixed to the standard L, tbe spindle t beingpivoted in the two uprightstandardsLL. 
Near the middle, in front of the frame exter. 


nally, there is affixed a bracket, M, supporting 
between itself and the frame a metal roller, w, 
which revolves between two upright forks, aca', 
which are for the purpose of guiding the strip 
of chemically-prepared paper or other fabric, 
as it passes over the roller v. The roller O, 
before described, revolves between two similar 
guiding-forks, aca, for the same purpose. 
On the wooden top of the fraine H there is 


screwed a metal plate,N, terminating in a quad 
rant shaped pracket, N, which projects be: 
yond and is quite clear of the metal frame, and 
therefore has no metallic communication with 
it. At the lower part of the quadrant-shaped 
bracket N there is a projecting spindle, y, 
which carries a socket-piece, 2, and pointer 2', 
capable of being set at any required angle 
(within the limits of the quadrantN) by means 
of a pointed screw, 2', which takes into a se 
ries of indents near the edge of the quadrant. 
The top of the socket-piece 2 is made flat to 


receive the forked spring-stem in of a style 
holder, M, which is secured to the socket-piece 
a by a set-screw, m”. The style-holder M has 
a slit in it for the reception of a style or wire, 
which is held fast therein by a small tighten 
ing-screw, m*. The wire, style, or point placed 
in the holder Mº is made to préss upon thè pe 
riphery of the metal roller w by adjusting the 
position of the pointer &', as before described. 
One end of the chemically-prepared paper or 
other fabric being led up over the roller w and 
beneath the style or wire inserted in the holder 
M, it is passed between the rollers O and g'. 
Wis the winding-spindle of the spring, with 


itsratchet-wheel vºand pawl voº. Xis aspring 
screwed to the frame for keeping the pawl and 
ratchet engaged. 
At the lower part of the front of the frame 


externally there is a projecting pillar, R., hav. 
ing a transverse hole for the insertion of an 
electric wire, and furnished with a binding: 
screw, r, for holding the wire in contact. 
Upon the plate N at the top of the frame 


there is a second pillar, R, furnished, like the 
former, with a transverse hole and binding 
screw, ''. The first-named pillar, R, is in me 
tallic contact, by means of the frame, with the: 
roller wo, and therefore an electric currentreach 
ing the one would be instantly communicated 
to the other. The pillar R', on the contrary, 
is not in metallic contact with any part of the 
apparatus, being attached to the non-conduct 
ing top of the instrument. An electric cur 
rent, therefore, from the pillar R could only 
reach the pillar R by passing down the style 
or wire in the holder Mand through the chemi 


  


  







cally-prepared paper fo the roller 0, a mark 
being made upon the paper every time and all 
the time an electric currentis passing. 


In order to transmit intelligence, a key-board 
(shown at Figs. 8, 9, and 10) is employed. 
This apparatus consists of a flat mahogany 
board, Z, on which are two brass plates,'TU. 
To the plate U a metal spring, S, is screwed 
in such a manner that its opposite end is di 
rectly over but not in contact with the plate T. 


In the frce end of the spring S. a screw, s', 
is inserted, the point of which, on pressing 
down the spring, strikes the plate T and makes 
a contact between the plates T and U. A wire 
from the copper end of a galvanic battery, be 
ing brought through the key-board. Z, is per 
manently attached to the under side of the 
plate T. A wire is similarly attached to the 
plate U. On pressing down the spring S, there 
fore, a continuous metallic communication is 
established between the two wires, which be 
comes broken on releasing the spring. . . . . 
At each telegraph-station there is a similar 


arrangement of apparatus, and also a suitable 
battery with two plates of copper sunk in the 
earth, as shown in the drawings at C C Ce 
C? Oe Of. s 
A single main wire is carried through all the 


stations between which telegraphic communi 
cation is to be held, whether they may be in 
a direct line or radiating therefrom . A wire 
proceeds from the zinc end of the battery.to. 
the copper plate C, Fig. 1, while a wire from 
the opposite end of the battery passes up to 
the key, Fig. 8, and is in direct communica 
tion with the plate T. A wire from the plate 
U is led up to the pillar R, from which there 
is also a wire communicating with the main 
wire of the telegraph. A wire from the pillar 
Risin communication with the copper plate C. 
The instruments and apparatus at each of the 


communicating stations are arranged in a simi 
lar manner. 
Having thus fully described the whole of the 


machinery and apparatus necessary at each 
station for transmitting and recording mes 
sages, we will now explain its operation. 
We will suppose that a communication is to . 


be transmitted from Baltimore to Philadelphia, 
and New York, and to..be also recorded at Bal 
timore. The system of correspondence made 
use of consists of dots and lines, the number, 
dimensions, and relative positions of which 
form an intelligible code of signals, as is well 
understood. The spring a? being wound up 
and the detent-lever Idisengaged from the arm 
j, the train of wheels commence running dow, 
and the chemically-prepared paper or other 
fabric is gradually drawn forward by the fric 
tion - of the roller gº and the weighted roller O 
and passes between the style or point in the 
holder M and the roller c. On pressing down 
the spring S on the key Z, Fig. 8, and strik 
ing a blow on the plate T an electric current 


frolin the coppel' end of the battery passes up 
through the key Z to the pillar Rº, one por 
tion of which electric current goes to the holder 
M, down the style, and through the chemi 
cally prepared paper or other fabric (on which 
it marks a dot) to the roller w and pillar R, from which it goes by the conducting - wire 
down to the copper plate C, through the in 
tervening earth to the plate C, and so up to 
the zinc end of the battery, thus completing 
the circuit; but at the same instant another 
portion of the electric current has passed up 
to the main wire and through the marking 
instruments at all the stations in communica 
tion with the transmitting-station. Thus, for 
instance, a portion of the electric current pass 
ing from the main wire enters the marking-in 
strument at Philadelphia by the pillar Rº, 
passes through the chemically-prepared fabric, 
(upon whichitmarks a dot,) and goes by a path 
similar to that hereinbefore described to the 
copper plate C, and thence through the inter 
vening earth and copper plate C to the zinc 
end of the transmitting-battery, Precisely the 
same effe?t takes place at New York. A por 
tion of the electric current, leaving the main 
wire, passes down through the marking-instru 
ment, taking the same course as before ex 
plained, and leaving a dot upon the prepared 
fabric, passes downto the copperplate C, from 
which it returns through the intervening earth 
and the copper plate C to the zinc end of the 
battery. The same effect precisely will be pro 
duced upon the marking-instruments at every 
other station within the electric circuit. lf 
the spring S of the key Z is held down, instead 
of merely striking a blow, a line is produced 
on the chemically-prepared paper or other fab 
ric of a length proportioned to the time the 
communication is continued; and in this Way, 
by marking dots and lines upon the prepared 
fabric, messages may be transmitted from one 
station to the other. The train of wheels is 
to be kept constantly in motion at every sta 
tion where a message is expected; but any of 
the stations may be thrown out of communi 
cation by lifting the style and holder Mout 
of cofitact with the chemically-prepared fab 
ric and roller w, when no current of electricity 
can pass through the instrument at that sta 
tion. 
We do not claim as our invention the train 


of wheels constituting the motive part of the 
marking-instruments. Neither do we claim or 
confine ourselves to any particular form of bat 
tery or other generator of electricity, which 
may be of any suitable form, several of which 
are well known and in common use. 
We desire it to be understood that what we 


claim as new, and of our invention is 
1. The mode of arranging the several parts 


of our marking-instrument for electro-chemi 
cal telegraphs, substantially as hereinbefore 
described. 
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2. The mode of adjusting a style or point 
holder, as hereinbefore described and shown, 
so as to afford a ready and convenient node of 
regulating the pressure of the style or point 
upon the surface of the chemically-prepared 
fabric. , 


3. The mode of applying the weight Q for 
the purpose of regulating the pressure, as 
herein described and shown. 


4, The mode of arranging the marking and 
transmitting instruments, wires, and batteries 
in a single circuit, and in branch circuits con 
nected there with, so that a copy of a message 
sent from any one station may be marked upon 
the chemically-prepared paper or other fabric 
at one or any desired number of stations in 
communication therewith, and also,ifrequired, 
at the transmitting-station, without requiring 
the use of any secondary current. 
In witness whereof we have hereunto. sub 


scribed our names, at Edinburgh, the 15th day 
of March, eighteen hundred and forty-nine, 
in presence of the Right Honorable William 
Johnston, of Kirkhill, Lord Provost and Chief Magistrate of the city of Edinburgh. 


ROBERT SMITB. 
ALEXANDER BAIN. 


The foregoing specification was subscribed 
at Edinburgh, the 15th day of March, eigh 
teen hundred and forty-nine, by the therein. 
described ROBERT SMITH and ALEXANDER 
BAIN. - 


In presence of - 
JAMES ANDERSON, - 


Of Edinburgh, Clerk to Andrew Dun, writer to. the signet. " 
JAMEs STUART, 


of Edinburgh, also Clerk to the said Andr 
???l. 


  








U S E  O F  E L E C T R O C H E M I C A L  


I N  M E D I C A L  I N S T R U M E N T S  


N. K .  G o l o b o k i i  


R E C O R D I N G  


UDC 615.471 : 616-073.97-073.96 


The development  of medica l  ins t ruments  for  recording  var ious  physiological  p r o c e s s e s  is se r ious ly  
hampe red  by the lack of a re l iab le  and inexpensive writ ing sys t em.  


The mos t  popular  photographic and ink record ing  methods do not always sa t is fy  the needs of p rac t i ca l  
medic ine  for  a fas t ,  accura te ,  and convenient record ing  method. As a resu l t ,  var ious  other  record ing  
methods such as heat ,  e l e c t r o t h e r m a l  (e lectr ic  s t a rks ) ,  e lec t romechan ica l  (with carbon paper) ,  a i r  flow, 
etc. ,  a r e  r e s o r t e d  to.  


It is thus worthwhile to evaluate the feas ibi l i ty  of using the so -ca l l ed  e l ec t rochemica l  record ing  
method fo r  this purpose .  


E l e c t r o c h e m i c a l  record ing  has recen t ly  been used  extensively in phototelegraphy as one of the f a s t -  
est ,  leas t  expensive,  and mos t  s imple  and convenient methods of providing high-quali ty images  (in black 
and white, half tones,  o r  even color) .  Direc t ly  or  indirect ly these  quali t ies  can be used  with advantage in 
med ica l  e lec t rography  as conf i rmed by compara t ive  data on the mos t  popular  contact recording  methods 
using paper  tape (see Table  1). 


Data in the table  indicate that  e l ec t rochemica l  recording  p o s s e s s e s  some ve ry  useful  p rope r t i e s .  


E l ec t rochemica l  record ing  is based  on the format ion  of dyes on the su r face  of pape r  impregnated  by 
cer ta in  chemica l  r eagen t s  when an e lec t r i c  cur ren t  pas ses  through it. The circui t  mos t  f requent ly  used 
for  e l ec t rochemica l  r ecord ing  is shown in Fig.  1. The supply vol tage E is applied to a contact sys t em con- 
s is t ing on one side of the writ ing e lec t rode  1 and on the other side of the conducting sur face  of the paper  
t r a n s p o r t  mechan i sm 2. Between the contacts  1 and 2 moves  a sl ightly mois tened  pape r  tape p r e i m p r e g -  
hated with e lec t r i ca l ly  conducting chemica l  r eagen t s .  E lec t ro lys i s  of the reagent  at the point of contact is 
a ssoc ia ted  with fo rmat ion  of dyes.  If the wri t ing e lect rode t r ave l s  a c ro s s  the paper  it will produce a t r a c e .  
Depending on the type of e l ec t rochemica l  recording,  the t r a c e  image appears  e i ther  instantaneously or  a f t e r  
1-2 seconds.  The record ing  paper  is p remoi s t ened  (to 35-40%) and s to red  in a c losed paper  holder  3. 


The re  a r e  many  different  kinds of e l ec t rochemica l  record ing .  A study proved  that  the mos t  widely 
used  methods a r e  based  ei ther  on the injection of ions f rom the writ ing e lec t rode  into paper  impregnated  
with a specia l  chemica l  compound, or  on a change in the hydrogen ion concentrat ion at the point of contact 


! 


Fig.  1. E l ec t rochemica l  recording  
c i rcui t .  


of the writ ing e lec t rode  and e l ec t ro ly t e - impregna t ed  paper .  
These  methods of e l ec t rochemica l  record ing  a r e  also the ones 
mos t  suitable for  use  in medica l  record ing  ins t ruments .  


Recording by ion injection is based  on the fact  that  me ta l  
ions f rom the wri t ing e lec t rode  reac t ing  with the chemical  sub- 
s tance on the paper  sur face  produce dark-brown,  dark-b lue ,  o r  
l ight-blue colored s ta ins .  This p roces s  of dye fo rmat ion  r e -  
qui res  a re la t ive ly  prolonged cur ren t  flow thus l imit ing the r e -  
cording speed. The second method is based  on changes taking 
place  in the solution pH, i .e . ,  in the concentrat ion of hydrogen 
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TABLE 1. Compara t ive  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of Contact  Recording Methods 


Recording  method 


Ink 


E l e c t r o -  
mechan ica l  


E l e c t r o -  
t h e r m a l  


Heat 


Acceptable  
l inear  speed,  
m / s e c  


0 .2 -0 .5  


2.0-3.0" 


2.0-3.0"[" 


0.5-1.0 


Line th ick-  
ness ,  m m  


0.I-1 


0.3-0.5 


0.2-0.25 


0.2-0.25 


Cost  of 30 m x  
35 m m  pape r  
rol l ,  kop. 


5- I0  


10-20 


50- 70 


200-300 


Dist inct ive fea tu res  


Special  inks a r e  requi red;  pen clogging 
and ink sput ter ing occur  f requent ly  


Carbon pape r  and a means  fo r  its t r a n s -  
por t  a r e  r equ i red  


Special  paper  as well  as a pen power  
supply a r e  needed; causes  i n t e r -  
f e r ence  and dust 


Special  p a p e r  and pen heating c i rcui t  
a r e  requ i red  


E l e c t r o -  3.0-4.5 0 . 2 - 0 . 3  10-20 Requi res  specia l  impregnated  paper  
chemica l  and pen cur ren t  supply 


* L inea r  speed l imi ted  by iner t ia  of the carbon pape r  p r e s s u r e  mechan i sm.  
tL imi ta t ions  imposed  by the r a t e  of burning out of the pape r  layer .  


b ~, m/sec  "l .,, . "  ' 


z~,; ,o ~ / ~/ ,,~ 
as  • ! e / 7  
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Fig.  2 Fig. 3 


Fig.  2. Optical  densi ty  D r as a function of cur ren t  I pass ing through 
the paper :  1) alkal i  record ing;  2) acid record ing .  


Fig.  3. Recording  cu r ren t  I as a function of l inear  r ecord ing  speed v 
fo r  different  image  optical  densi t ies  D r . 


ions, at the point of contact of the writ ing e lec t rode  and paper .  The e lec t ro ly te  includes subs tances  that 
under  the influence of pH changes f o r m  s table  dark-brown,  blue, black,  or  red-ye l low dyes.  The p roce s s  is 
v e r y  sens i t ive  to cur ren t  so that  the record ing  speed can be high. 


E l ec t rochemica l  record ing  based  on pH changes can be e i ther  anodic (alkali) or  cathodic (acid). 


In anodic record ing  the posi t ive  pole of the cur ren t  sou rce  is applied to the wri t ing e lec t rode .  The 
pape r  is impregna ted  with an e lec t ro ly te  containing a roma t i c  amines ,  sodium ni t r i te ,  staining agents,  and 
o ther  components  that  in r e s pons e  to pH changes produce s table  black dyes.  


In cathodic record ing  the negat ive pole of the cur ren t  source  is applied to the writ ing e lec t rode .  The 
pape r  is impregna ted  with an e lec t ro ly te  containing disonium sal ts ,  s taining reagen ts ,  and acid. The change 
in hydrogen ion concentra t ion (but in a d i rec t ion opposite to that in anodic recording)  r e su l t s  in fo rmat ion  
of dark-brown,  blue, o r  red-ye l low dyes.  Acid record ing  produces  a s h a r p e r  and m o r e  s table  t r a c e  that 
alkali  r ecord ing  but its technology, which r equ i re s  protect ion of the record ing  paper  f rom light and s t rong 
i l lumination for  image format ion ,  l imi ts  its applicat ion to high-qual i ty  phototelegraphy producing images  
with a wide range  of cont ras t  and co lo rs .  In alkal i  r ecord ing  the technology of image format ion  is much 
s imp le r  but the images  a r e  less  sha rp  (especial ly  in halftones) and, in addition, r esu l t s  in a somewhat  
da rke r  background.  In phototelegraphy alkal i  r ecord ing  is used  chiefly for  t r a n s m i s s i o n  of black andwhite  
images  (synoptic and topographic  char t s ,  draf ts ,  texts ,  etc. , ) .  
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CHAPTER 2 


TELEPRINTERS 


THE central item in any radio teleprinter station is the 
teleprinter. There are many types available but they 


follow the same basic principle, that is, they have a mechan
ism for receiving incoming de signals and converting these 
into a printed copy, either in the form of a message on a 
long paper tape or on a roll of paper. They are driven by a 
motor, the speed of which must be held steady within close 
limits. Most have a keyboard to enable the generation of a 
message in the form of de pulses, although some are manu
factured as receiving only (RO) machines and have no key
board. All types must operate for considerable periods of 
time with the minimum of maintenance. 


In this chapter various teleprinters are covered in some 
detail and the mechanical means by which the basic require
ments are obtained are described. It should be understood 
that teleprinters are complex machines and although built to 
high engineering standards they require careful adjustment 
and lubrication to obtain the best results. Therefore, before 
attempting any adjustment the operating principles of the 
machine should be fully understood. A well maintained 
teleprinter in the amateur's shack with low duty cycle com
pared with a commercial circuit will give years of trouble-free 
service. 


The purpose of fitting motors to teleprinters, reperforators 
etc is to provide power to operate the transmission and 
receiving machinery. To provide a satisfactory function the 
motor must run at a constant speed; so that the local and 
distant machines do not go out of synchronism, it should 
have a high starting torque and should run with minimum 
maintenance. 


The three types of motor commonly used on teleprinters 
are ac mains synchronous; de shunt field, governed; and 
ac or de series field, governed. 


Shunt Field Motor 


Fig 2.1 shows the connections of a shunt field motor. In 
this arrangement the field is connected directly to the supply 
and so the current in the winding is constant. Because of 
this the speed is nearly constant under all conditions of load, 
but the starting torque is rather low. 


To obtain the best performance from a shunt field motor 
the arrangement of Fig 2.2 is normally used. In this method 
of operation, a high field current gives a low speed and a 


Fig 2.1. 
Shunt field motor, basic circuit. 


lower field current gives a higher speed. At rest, the starting 
contacts are closed, shorting the governor resistor. When 
power is applied, because there is no armature motion and 
consequently no back emf generated, the flux developed 


Supply 


Starting 
contacts 


Governor 
contacts 


Fig 2.2. Shunt field motor, circuit showing governing arrangement 


between the armature and the field is high, resulting in a high 
starting torque. As the motor rotates, the starting contacts, 
under the influence of a very light spring, open and place the 
governor resistor in series with the field. This causes the field 
current to fall, reducing the armature back emf, increasing 
armature current and so increasing the speed. 


When the motor reaches its intended governed speed, 
which would be rather lower than if the motor were not 
governed, the governor contacts close due to centrifugal force 
and so switch the governor resistor out of circuit. When this 
happens the field current is increased and consequently so is 
the armature back emf, resulting in lower armature current 
and a reduction in speed. This in turn allows the governor 
contacts to open, again placing the resistor in circuit, so 
increasing the speed. This action is continuous all the time 
the motor is running and produces a very slight oscillatory 
motion of the governor contacts. The speed may be held to 
within ± 0·5 per cent both for supply variations of approxi
mately 10 per cent and for all the varying loads imposed by 
the teleprinter mechanism. Fig 2.3 shows the general arrange
ment of a shunt field motor governor. 


Series Field Motor 


The series field motor circuit is shown in Fig 2.4. The field 
and armature windings are in series so that any change in 
the load will reflect a change in both the armature and field 
currents. This in turn will produce a flux variation. When the 
load is light, the motor runs at high speed because the 
current is low and, therefore, so is the flux. If the load is 
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increased the speed decreases, resulting in a higher current 
and, therefore, a higher torque due to the increased flux. 
It can, therefore, be seen that the starting torque is high. 
The normal series motor governor circuit is shown in Fig 2.5. 
When the motor is at rest the governor contacts are closed and 
so short out the governor resistor which is in series with the 


Synchronous Motors 


Little need be said about synchronous motors. As their 
speed is determined by the supply mains frequency no 
governors are required. Also, as no brushes are fitted there are 
no electrical connections to any moving part, resulting in 
a motor which requires minimal maintenance. 
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Fig 2.3. Creed shunt field motor governor. 
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Fig 2.4. Series field motor, basic circuit. 
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Fig 2.5. Series field motor, circuit showing governing arrangement. 


armature and field. As the motor reaches control speed the 
centrifugal force acting on the contact arm overcomes the 
tension spring, allowing the contacts to open, and so places 
the governor resistor in circuit. When this happens the cur
rent falls, reducing the torque, and so the speed drops, 
enabling the governor contacts to make again and increase 
the speed. 


Because the governor has to control an inductive circuit 
it is essential that spark quenching is fitted to reduce contact 
wear. Fig 2.6 shows a typical Creed series motor governor. 


2.2 


When used in amateur service the motor is subjected to 
much less duty than would be encountered in commercial 
service, but the conditions under which it operates may be 
much more severe. Because of these conditions, maintenance 
on the motor, in addition to that of the machine, is essential. 


If the motor has greasing points, these should be lubricated 
with the correct grease at regular intervals. Some motors, 
especially those used on many Creed machines, require 
that the ball races be repacked with new grease every 3,600 
hours. The old grease should be removed by soaking in white 
spirit. The races should then be dried thoroughly before 
repacking with grease, such as Shell Nerita Grease 3. Oil 
should not be used on ball races unless specified by the 
manufacturer. 


Fig 2.6. Creed series field motor governor. 


Brushes should be inspected and replaced if worn down to 
less than two-thirds of their new length. If the motor has 
two brush tracks the brushes should be fitted so that they are 
offset. 


Unless the commutator is worn the black deposit on the 
copper should not be removed. This blackening is an indica
tion of case hardening and its removal will increase wear. 
If the commutator is worn or grooved it should be skimmed 
in a lathe using a sharp pointed tool. The mica insulation 
between the segments should be checked that it is 15 to 25mil 
below the surface of the commutator. If less than this it 
should be undercut while the armature is in the lathe by 
means of a thin square-edge tool. 







After skimming and undercutting, the commutator should 
be polished to as high a degree as possible, as this minimizes 
brush wear. For polishing, glass paper only should be used. 
Emery cloth should never be used. 


Governor slip rings should be treated in a similar manner to 
the commutator. Governor contacts should be clean and 
smooth. If pitted, they may be lightly filed to shape and then 
burnished with a jeweller's pivot file and burnisher. 


ELECTRICAL NOISE SUPPRESSION CIRCUITS 


Electrical noise generated by the teleprinter is quite a prob
lem in rtty service. Much attention must be paid to the sup
pression of commutating and contact signalling circuits, 
or the operator will find his radio reception is being heavily 
.iammed by his own teleprinter equipment. Even the electro
lytic action arising from the rubbing together of many 
metallic parts in the teleprinter can cause interference if a 
"hot" aerial wire passes close to the machine. It is essential 
to get the aerial well away from the telegraph apparatus, and 
to use coaxial cable for some distance. 


A common earth wire to teleprinter and receiver can 
display standing waves arising from interference noise and 
cause a great deal of obscure trouble. It is a good idea to 
provide a direct capacitance earth to the teleprinter by 
connecting it to a large sheet of metal laid flat on the floor 
by the shortest possible wire. The metal sheet should also be 
connected to the mains earth as a safety precaution, but its 
capacitance to true earth will short-circuit interference vol
tages that may otherwise get back into the receiver's input 
via the earthing system. Mains wiring in the vicinity of the 
equipment should be screened and filtered. Not all tele
printers available to the amateur have suppression devices 
built in, so a check of these is well worth while. 


If motor hash is a problem an improvement may be made 
by by-passing the motor brushes to earth right at the point 
at which they are mounted, via a O·OlfLF disc ceramic capaci
tor of 1 ,OOOV min working volts. Further improvement may 
be effected by the use of the small ferrite-cored chokes used 
for suppression of interference from domestic electrical 
appliances. These should be placed in each of the motor 
leads and decoupled on both sides by the special capacitors 
designed for use with these chokes. 


Interference from the telegraph loop must be \Cry care
fully investigated before adding suppression components 
as these will alter the loop time constants and could cause 
other troubles. Attention should be paid to the condition 
of the teleprinter keyboard contacts and any polar relay 
contacts, and if they are at all pitted or tarnished they should 
be smoothed down and burnished. 


THE CREED 78 


Introduction 


The Creed 7B teleprinter, which has been released in large 
quantities during the past few years, is on the face of it a 
complex machine. However, it can be sub-divided into easily 
appreciated assemblies. 


The essential functions of a teleprinter, not only the 7B, 
are to originate and receive the mark-space combinations. 
Much useful information can be obtained by turning the 
motor by hand while operating the electromagnet and the 
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The Creed Model 78 teleprinter. 


keys and watching the ensuing motions. Do not turn the 
motor backwards and do not force anything. 


Speed Adjustment 


While most of the Creed Model 7 and 54 family of tele
printers are fitted with governed type motors, there are some 
to which synchronous motors have been fitted. These syn
chronous motors run at a fixed speed of 3,000rpm for use on 
50Hz mains and the speed cannot be adjusted. It becomes 
necessary, in these cases, to effect a gear change on the 
machine, sometimes a costly and difficult task if it is required 
to run the machine at 45 bauds. The purchase of a machine 
with a synchronous motor should be avoided unless it is 
intended to operate the machine at the speed for which it has 
been manufactured or unless modern electronic interface 
units are available to correct the speed. The following 
comments are therefore intended to apply to machines with 
governed motors, generally running at 3,000rpm for either de 
or 50Hz ac mains. 


Correct speed of the motor is the first requirement. 
Early teleprinters have a large white spot painted on 
the typehead spindle gear wheel, just above the keyboard 
and facing the operator. This rotates quite slowly. A strobo
scope consisting of a shutter mounted on a reed which may be 
made to vibrate at its resonant frequency, so opening and 
closing the shutter, is used to view the spot. If it appears 
stationary, speed is correct, but if the spot appears to move 
clockwise or anti-clockwise the speed is fast or slow respec
tively. When the speed discrepancy is large, this is a difficult 
and frustrating device to use. Modern teleprinters running at 
50 bauds have five equal white spots painted around the 
circumference of the governor cover, and these are viewed 
through a shutter consisting of two light plates mounted 
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The Creed Model 78 without orientation device. 


at the tips of the arms of a 125Hz tuning fork. Each plate 
has a slot in line with the fork arms, and as the fork oscillates 
the slots become briefly coincident at the resonant frequency 
of the fork. 


If the amateur's machine is of the type first described, it is 
recommended that a strip of white paper !in wide be cut 
to the exact length of the governor circumference, and 
divided into 10 equal parts, five of which are coloured black. 
This can then be stuck around the governor with a powerful 
adhesive. For 45·5 baud operation, there should be 11 black, 
11 white spots when used with a 125Hz tuning fork. 


A simpler method of checking and adjusting the speed of a 
3,000rpm governed motor, especially where a tuning fork is 
not available, is to observe a white line on the end face of the 
governor by means of a bright neon lamp powered from 
50Hz mains. 


A 0·25in wide strip of white paper should be gummed to 
the end face of the governor from the centre to the outer 
circumference. Switch the motor on and hold the magnet 
armature over so that the machine "races" and by so doing 


The Creed Model 7B with carriage swung back to the stops. The 
carriage may now be removed by simply lifting off. 


2.4 


Creed series motor governor. 


"loads" the motor. When observed by the light of the neon 
the white strip will be seen as a two-bladed "fan". If the fan 
is stationary the machine is running at the correct speed for 
50 bauds. lf the fan is moving in the direction of rotation of 
the motor the speed is high and if the reverse, it is low. 


The governors fitted to later machines have an adjusting 
screw which is accessible without removing the cover, but in 
earlier machines it may be necessary to take the cover off to 
gain access. In both cases, turning the adjusting screw 
towards "-" will reduce speed and towards "+" will 
increase speed. The supply should be turned off at the mains 
while adjusting this screw as it is "live" even when the motor 
is not turning. Assuming that the machine has been correctly 
set to 50 bauds, experience has shown that turning the 
governor screw 7! ful: turns towards "-" will set the 
machine on 45 bauds to a degree of accuracy adequate 
enough to give correct operation. 


The Creed 6S6 tape reader dealt with in Chapter 3 may be 
adjusted in a similar manner but the motor for this runs at 
1,500rpm when set to 50 bauds and so a four-bladed fan will 
be seen on the governor end. The governor screw will how
ever still require to be turned 7! full turns to "-" to adjust 
to 45 bauds. 


In conclusion it must be pointed out that the fact that the 
machine, when adjusted by either method, produces good 
local copy is not an indication that the speed setting is 
correct. The motor is common to both transmitter and 
receiver and will therefore produce good local copy no 
matter what the speed. 


The Transmitting Mechanism 
The principle of operation from the keyboard is illustrated 


in Fig 2.7. There are five combination bars (CB), one for 
each element in a character. These bars have a series of 
projections along their upper edges arranged so that, if a 
character key is pressed, the keybar (K) associated with it 
will impede movement to the right of such combination 







bars as have projections at that point. The combination bars 
are each spring-loaded towards the right, but are held against 
the springs by the common returning lever (RL) while the 
keyboard is at rest. 


The vertical member of each key bar has a projection which 
forces down the trip bar (TB) as soon as a key is pressed, 
and this causes the trip lever (TL) to move in a clockwise 
direction, so lifting the pawl abutment out of engagement 
with the one-revolution clutch pawl (P). 


The one-revolution clutch is shown in Fig 2.8, and its 
purpose is to provide one rotation of the transmitting cam 
shaft (TC) whenever a key is pressed. Its latching action 
prevents a second rotation in the event that the key is held 
down longer than the time taken to transmit the character. 
Operation of the keybar (b) forces down the trip bar (a) 
and the bell-crank (c) moves in a clockwise direction, 
causing the pawl abutment (d) to move in an anti-clockwise 
direction, so raising its tip out of engagement with the pawl 
(e). The pawl therefore drops down under the pressure of 
its spring and engages a tooth on the ratchet wheel, which is 
continuously rotating under motor drive. This causes the 
cam shaft to rotate. In rotating, the cam (f) forces the link 
(g) between the bell crank and the pawl abutment out of en
gagement with the pawl abutment, which therefore moves 
back into position to arrest and trip the pawl out of engage
ment with the ratchet when the single revolution has been 
completed. If the key is held down after this time, the pawl 
abutment will not again release the pawl because the link 
remains out of engagement, and will not re-engage the pawl 
abutment until the trip bar has been released by the raising 
of the key bar when the character key is released from pressure 
by the operator. 


Reverting to Fig 2.7 when the camshaft starts to rotate, 
the common returning lever (RL) is allowed to move in an 
anti-clockwise direction on its spindle by the profile of its 
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cam (C), thus releasing the combination bars, which can then 
move to the right under their spring tensions. Due to the 
projections on the combination bars, some will move freely, 
while others will be arrested by the keybar, according to 
which key has been pressed. The combination bars therefore 
set up the character combination by their relative positions. 
The process which follows is that of transforming this 
simultaneous condition of five elements into a sequential 
string of signals on the single wire output from the transmit 
tongue contact. 


d f 


Fig 2.8. Creed Model 7 teleprinter, one revolution clutch. 


As the cam shaft rotates, the shape of the front cam on the 
shaft forces up the start-stop lever (SSL), which allows the 
common operating lever (CL) to move in a clockwise direc
tion on its spindle under the tension of its spring (TCS). 


Fig 2.7. Creed Model 7 teleprinter, transmitting mechanism. 
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The link (L) moves to the right and pulls over the transmit 
contact tongue (TCL) to space, thus sending a start signal. 
The tongue has a jockey roller (JR) giving a toggle action 
to the contact, which improves its transit time and provides 
a firm contact pressure. 


Each of the clement cams has a dimple in its profile, and 
these dimples are staggered in relation with each other. 
When the dimple on the first cam becomes coincident with 
the projection on the first selector lever (SLl ), this lever will 
drop under its spring tension, provided the combination bar 
has moved to the right so that its tip does not impede the 
movement of the selecting lever. Dropping of the selector 
lever will force the common operating lever to move in an 
anti-clockwise direction on its spindle, and its link will 
switch the tongue contact to mark. If the selector lever is 
prevented from dropping by its combination bar, the contact 
will remain at space. 


This process is repeated for each element in turn, as their 
individual cams offer movement to the selector levers. After 
the combination has been transmitted, the front cam profile 
again allows the start-stop lever to drop, so forcing the 
common operating lever to mark for the stop signal. The 
clutch latches at the completion of one revolution, and the 
cam at the rear end of shaft causes the common returning 
lever (RL) to reset the combination bars. 


There are two locking bars associated with the keyboard. 
The first (LBI) moves and locks the keybar as soon as a 
character key has been pressed, so that the key will remain 
operated for the duration of the character transmission, 


irrespective of when the operator removes his finger from the 
key. The second (LB2) moves forward when a key is pressed 
and takes up position between the operated keybar and all 
the others, thus preventing operation of a second key while a 
character is being transmitted. A fast typist can feel the action 
of this locking bar holding back the speed of typing. 


The modern "N" series keyboards differ from the type 
described above. They are available with three or four rows 
of character keys. In the latter case figures are on a separate 
row, just like a typewriter keyboard, and an interlocking 
arrangement prevents a key in either upper or lower shift 
case being pressed unless the appropriate shift key has been 
pressed previously. 


The Selection and Printing Mechanism 


Fig 2.9 illustrates the selection and printing mechanism. 
The movement of the armature extension of the receiving 
magnet (RA) causes the trip shaft (TS) to move on its 
spindle, clockwise for a space and anti-clockwise for a mark. 
The trip shaft is linked to the pawl abutment (D) of the re
ceiving cam clutch, which works in rather a similar manner to 
the transmitter clutch. The first space received trips the pawl 
and the cam makes one revolution. 


The striker blade (SB), which is a thin steel spring leaf, is 
arranged to oscillate in the horizontal plane by the movement 
of the finger setting lever (STL) running in cam slot Tl. 
At the same time a vertical oscillatory movement is imparted 
to the striker blade by the movement of the trip shaft, which is 


Fig 2.9. Model 7 teleprinter, selection and printing mechanism. 
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under control of the magnet, and whose movement thus 
follows the marks and spaces of the character combination 
being received. The striker pin (SP) is held in position by the 
traversing link (L), and the latter is driven by the traversing 
lever (TL), running in cam slot T3, \Vhich causes the link to 
move parallel to the trip shaft, carrying the striker pin with 
it. The timing of the traversing link, relative to the striker 
blade, is such that the striker pin is in line with one of the 
selector fingers (FI to F5) every time the striker blade moves 
towards it. If the striker blade is in the upper position of its 
vertical plane movement, occasioned by a mark, the edge of 
the blade will strike the striker pin and move it forward, 
thus pushing hack the coincident selector f1nger. When a 
space is being received, the striker blade \Vill be in its lower 
position and will pass beneath the striker pin, so that the 
coincident selector finger will not move. In this manner the 
combination of the character is recorded on the positions 
taken up by the selector fingers. 


So far the operation of the mechanism has reached the 
stage of converting the sequential movements of the magnet 
armature into five steady state conditions of the selector 
fingers. The next step is to convert these five separate condi
tions into one of the 32 possible conditions which together 
they provide. This is done by the translating mechanism. 
Five combination discs (CI to C5) arc mounted in an 
assembly, each able to move radially. Around their peri
pheries arc a series of slots, and around the assembly are 
grouped 64 bellcranks (R), each tensioned by its own spring 
(BS) towards the assembly. The combination disc setting 
lever (CSL) is driven from slot T5 in the cam, and raises the 
spindle on which the five selector fingers pivot, after all the 
fingers have been set to the combination. Simultaneously the 
bellcrank lifting lever (BL), operating from cam slot T4, 
pushes the sliding sleeve (BC) up against the bottom ends 
of the bellcranks, lifting them and so freeing the combination 
discs from their pressure. The combination discs arc spring
loaded and will rotate if their extension arms are not impeded 
by the selector fingers. Those selector fingers which have been 
pushed back by the striker pin into the mark position will 
obstruct the combination disc movement, while those which 
arc in space position will be clear of the combination disc 
extensions, and those discs will move. For any combination 
there will always be one channel formed by a slot in each 
combination disc in line with all the others, allowing one of a 
pair of adjacent bellcranks (upper and lower case of the 
character) to drop into the channel so formed. A disc 
mounted at one end of the combination disc assembly and 
slotted regularly about its periphery (SC), is set in one of two 
positions by either the letter-shift bellcrank (LSB) or the 
figure-shift bellcrank (FSB), and the positioning of its slots 
determines which one of the character bellcranks will drop 
into the channel formed by the combination discs. 


At the time the bellcranks are lifted by the sleeve (BC), the 
typehead clutch is engaged. This is a friction device which 
drives the typehead round until it is stopped by the position 
of the selected bellcrank. In this position, the character set 
up by the combination is presented to the type hammer (HH) 
ready for printing. By this time, however, the cam has 
almost completed its full revolution, and the actual striking 
of the type by the hammer, initiated by cam slot T2, takes 
place during the next selection process just before the bell
cranks are lifted for setting of the combination discs. 
Consequently the printing is always one character behind the 
transmission. 
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Fig 2.10. Keybar locking mechanism. 


Fig 2.1 f. Transmitter pawl abutment. 
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Fig 2.12. Transmitter pawl abutment. 
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Letter feed of the page carriage is accomplished by the 
action of the feed lever (CB), driven by the traversing link 
(L). Combinations resulting from letter-shift, figure-shirt, 
carriage-return, upper case of J (bell) or all spaces, must not 
cause the carriage to feed. The bellcranks proper to these 
functions operate control levers, all of vv hich operate a 
common non-Iced lever, v.hich inhibits operation of the feed 
mechanism for such non-printing combinations. 


A pawl (FP), mounted at one end of the combination disc 
setting lever (CSL), steps a ratchet wheel (FR) to provide 
the feeding action or the inked ribbon. 


Mechanical Construction 


The 7B is unit-built. that is, there arc several units which can 
be taken otr the main base casting and treated as self con
tained units. These units have locating abutments, frequently 
painted red (P.O. machines may have yellow ones), which 
should not be adjusted as they have been accurately set in the 
factory in a jig. 


Brief instructions are given for the removal of the units that 
present some special trick or difficulty. Those not mentioned 
can be removed in a straightforward way. These instructions 
arc included so that the units can be removed !'or cleaning, 
if necessary. In order to adjust the machine no units need be 
removed. Further instructions for dismantling the units are 
not included. being out of the scope of this chapter. In most 
cases the units arc simply built up and should be easily 
dismantled if necessary. 


When the machine is completely reassembled, all abutment 
screws must touch their fellows and the cam unit casting must 
abut against the rear bearing block of the combination head. 
Further, no fixing screws should be tightened unless the unit 
they are securing is seated firmly and squarely on the base. 
If any unit casting is felt to give, it indicates that the unit 
is not seated properly. 


Remove Keyboard Unit 


Support keyboard and remove the two fixing screws. 
Remove by pulling straight forward--not bending the 
contacts. 


Remove Transmitting Unit 


Remove transmitting contact block, by removing screws 
at top R.H. and bottom L.H. Depress letter shift key, rotate 
transmitting cam to allow combination bars to clear the re
setting lever. Remove transmitting unit fixing scre\VS. Tilt 
unit forward to disengage trip bellcrank from keyboard trip 
bar. Pull unit to the left, raising it slightly clearing the 
resetting lever from the combination bars--turn it back to 
vertical, pulling to left till the driving shaft is drawn out of the 
ball race. 


Remove Motor 


Remove governor. Withdraw the fixing screws of the L.H. 
end plate. Lift L.H. end of motor and slide to the left, 
minding the governor brush springs. 


Remove Typehead 


Remove screw securing the typehead bearing bracket 
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to the control lever casting -draw the bracket clear of pin
raise it and draw clear of ribbon jumper. Draw typehead 
olf driving pins. 


Remove Control-Lever Unit 


Turn the safety catch to hold control levers away from 
bellcranks. Remove two fixing screws -lift unit and remove, 
watching the "J"-bcll contact rod. 


Remove Receiving Cam Unit 


Remove electromagnet bias spring (if fitted) and the elec
tromagnet link from the electromagnet, lift ribbon Iced pawl 
over dead centre. Remove receiving cam unit fixing screws 
and carefully remove unit. 


Remove Combination Head 


Remove main shaft and starter switch control unit. With
draw dowel pin from keyboard and bearing, remove that 
fixing screw and those fixing the strap at the other end. Hold 
back answer back release shaft from the bellcranks
removc. Do not adjust eccentric screw on L. H. side. 


Mechanical Adjustments 


All the necessary adjustments can be carried out with the 
minimum of special tools. Those that are essential are: a set 
of BA spanners, a screwdriver, a set of feeler gauges
preferably small ones--and a tension gauge, say up to lib. 


Before starting to work with the tool kit on the 7B it is 
well worth while sitting back and considering just what is 
wanted. Most machines are in reasonably good condition 
when obtained; however if a complete overhaul, clean and 
adjustment is needed it would be better to find a compre
hensive manual that covers all the necessary details. 


Keyboard Locking Bar No.2 


Slacken the trip bar arm clamping screw and, while 
holding the trip bellcrank fully anti-clockwise, adjust the 
trip bar arm to give a clearance of 5-6mil between the locking 
bar arm and the forked back stop. See Fig 2.10. 


Slacken the locking bar arm clamping screw, and, with the 
keybars in the up position, adjust the locking bar arm to 
give a clearance of 48-52mil between the keybar extensions 
and the locking bar No. 2. Tighten both clamping screws. 
See Fig 2.10. 


Transmitter Pawl Abutment 


To make the pawl abutment level with the top of the pawls, 
when the forked end is touching the stop pin, slightly bend 
the forked end. See Fig 2.11. 


Depress a key and turn the motor slightly manually. 
Slacken the trip bellcrank clamping screw and adjust the 
eccentric adjusting screw until a clearance of 3-20mil 
between the pawl abutment and the pawls is obtained. 
Tighten the clamping screw. See Fig 2.12. 


Slacken the overthrow stop clamping screw and adjust 
the knurled overthrow stop to give a clearance of 16-50mil 
between the overthrow stop and the trip bellcrank when a 
key bar has been operated. 







THE CREED MODEL 78 
TELEPRINTER 


Design and construction details 


The Creed Model 78 teleprinter, rear view with carriage removed 
showing letter feed lever, feed throwout lever and carriage return 


and line feed levers. 


The Creed character counter fitted keyboard, showing long counter 
lever and the short resetting lever. At right front is the answer


back drum. 
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The 7B transmitter assembly. 


Creed 7B single current bias spring and mounting bracket. 
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The 7B typehead clutch, later version, showing latches. 


The Creed 7B older pattern typehead clutch. 


The Creed 7B typehead, later version showing damper springs. Creed orientation device as fitted to a 78 teleprinter. 
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Resetting Lever 


With motor running, slacken the re-setting lever spindle 
clamping screw and adjust by turning the eccentric spindle 
to give a clearance of 6-20mil between a combination bar 
projection and a keybar extension. Tighten clamping screw. 
See Fig 2.13. 


Transmitter Contacts (Striker Type) 


The striker type was introduced in 1939 and produces a 
less distorted signal than the previous type. For a general 
view of the striker mechanism see Fig 2.14. 


Depress a key and turn motor manually until the striker 
timing lever is riding on a crest of the timing cam. Slacken the 
striker timing lever assembly block fixing screw, Fig 2.15, 
and adjust the clearance between the striker and transmitting 
tongue knife edges, when directly in line, to 15mil. Tighten 
the fixing screw. 


Manually turn the motor until the third and fourth 
selecting levers are both touching the insulated edge of the 
contact operating lever. To check, push the bottom of the 
contact operating lever to the left and note if both the select-


Fig 2.13. Resetting lever. 
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Fig 2.14. Transmitting mechanism. 
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The Creed Model 7 teleprinter carriage showing letter feed dog and 
cross head. 


CREED MODEL 7 DETAIL 


Character counter as fitted to some keyboards on Creed models 7 
and 85. 
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Model 78 teleprinter electromagnet showing single current bias 
spring adjuster. 


CREED MODEL 7 DETAIL 


The 7B electromagnet, rear view, showing adjusting screws. 


2.12 


The 7B later type electromagnet, showing adjustment screws. 


The Creed 78 teleprinter carriage, front view, showing air damper 
cylinder, return spring drum and bell. 
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Fig 2.15. Striker timing lever. 
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CAM 


CAM 


ing levers move the same amount in an upward direction. If 
they do not. repeat until correct. Insert a 15mil feeler gauge 
between the selecting levers and this insulated edge. Slacken 
the two striker stop plate fixing screws and position the stop 
plate so that it just touches against the R.H. edge of the slot in 
the striker. Tighten the fixing screws and remove the gauge. 


Keeping the third and fourth selecting levers still just 
touching the insulated edge, slacken the contact clamping 
screws. Now clamp the transmitting tongue between the 
contacts, with the knife edge directly under the striker knife 
edge. This adjustment is critical and should be adjusted 
accurately. Withdra\v one contact to give a gap of 3mil and 
clamp. Withdraw the other contact 3mil to give a total gap of 
6mil. Tighten the clamping screws. The striker should now 
ride down each side of the transmitting tongue knife edge 
to an equal amount, when the motor is turned and the "'Y'' 
key bar depressed. 


The jockey frame bias screw locknut (or clamping screws) 
is slackened and the bias adjusting screw is adjusted to give 


PIVOT 


CONTACT TONGU£ 


TELEPRINTERS 


equal force, 4 :-4]oz, between the transmitting tongue and 
both contacts. Tighten the locknut (or clamping screws). 
See Fig 2.16a. Fig 2.16b shows the general layout of the 
complete transmitter. 


With the striker at its maximum height the force to lift it 
further should be 4]--5]oz. There is no adjustment for this; 
if the value is outside the limits this shows that the spring 
needs changing. 


With the Rx/Tx switch resting on the Rx contact and with 
the motor running there should be 3mil clearance between the 
ebonite stud and the switch blade, with a gap between the 
Tx contact and the S\\ itch blade contact of 6mil. See Fig 2.17. 


JOCKEY- FRAME PIVOT BLOCK 


JOCKEY- LEVER TENSION SPRING 


Cv-


JOCKEY- FRAMV 
TENSION SPRING 


LEVER 


s M 


TRANSMITTING 
CONTACT TONGUE 


Fig 2.16a. Jockey roller. 
Below: Fig 2.16b. General arrangement of transmitter assembly. 
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Receiving Side: 
The Electromagnet 


The electromagnet armature should have a travel of 
22-25mil measured at the stop plates. See Fig 2.18. 


Remove the electromagnet link, slacken the bias adjusting 
screw clamp screw and adjust the bias adjusting screw, 
situated at the rear of the electromagnet, until the forces to 
move the armature in both directions arc equal and between 
8-12oz. Tighten clamping screw. Replace electromagnet 
link. 


If an accurate tension gauge is not available it is possible 
to set the bias correctly by measuring the current necessary 
to throw the electromagnet armature in both directions, and 
adjusting the screw to obtain equal readings. 


Electromagnet Mk II 


This electromagnet can be adjusted off the machine and 
can be identified by the armature stop plate which is secured 
to the electromagnet casting. 


The Finger-setting Blade 


Move the electromagnet armature to space (RHS), rotate 
the motor manually, returning the electromagnet armature 
to mark (LHS), until the blade just touches the finger-setting 
pin, when this is opposite the central finger. Slacken the 
trip shaft lever clamping screw and, holding the electro
magnet armature against the mark (LHS) stop, rotate the 
trip shaft until the finger-setting blade strikes the centre of 
the finger-setting pin. Tighten the clamping screw. See Fig 
2.19. If this is adjusted then the receiving cam pawl adjust
ment must be checked. 


Rotate motor manually and by moving the electromagnet 
armature to the mark (LHS) position set up L TR shift 
(MMMMM). The distance between the 5th finger and the 
slotted stop plate, or the resetting link if this is closer, 
should be 2-Smil. To adjust -release the finger-setting 
blade clamping screw and adjust the position of the blade, 
so that when the motor is again turned the above condition 
is met. Tighten the clamping screw. See Fig 2.20. 


Rotate the motor until the receiving cam pawls are clear 
of the abutment and the finger-setting blade is clear of the 
finger-setting pin. Check that the forces to move the electro
magnet armature in both directions are within 2oz of the 
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ON TRANSMITTING 


SLEEVE:. 


Fig 2.17. Send-receive switch. 


figure obtained without the electromagnet link connected. 
They should also be within l oz of each other. To obtain 
neutrality the finger-setting blade is given a set by careful 
stroking. The blade can easily be removed by removing the 
two screws on the blade guide and removing the top plate. 
Sec Fig 2.20. The blade and its bellcrank can then be lifted 
off its pivot, after removing pivot retaining screw. Beware 
that the roller follower does not drop oiT the small pin at the 
end of the bellcrank. 


-piVOT 


Fig 2.18. Receiving electromagnet. 


Fig 2.19. Finger-setting blade, height setting. 


t 


' ~EcTTtN G 'E>LADE. 


Fig 2.20. Finger-setting blade, height setting. 







The Receiving Cam 


The receiving cam bearings need very critical adjustment 
as the maximum end play allowable is 1·5mil. However, there 
must be no initial end loading of the bearings. To adjust~ 
slacken the rear bearing screw clamping screw and adjust 
the rear bearing screw until the above conditions are fulfilled. 
Tighten the clamping screw securely after adjustment. 


Rotate the motor manually, with the electromagnet 
armature in the mark (LHS) position, until the receiving cam 
is arrested, with the retention lever fully embedded in its 
recess. The force to move the pawls away from the pawl 
abutment should be 2~-3~oz. The gap behind the pawls is 
adjusted to 3mil by slackening the retention pivot locking nut 
and rotating the eccentric pivot. Tighten locknut. See Fig 2.21. 


Retention 


Spring pressure between 
2 and 3 oz. 


Receiving -cam 
ratchet 


Eccentric screw 
and locknut 


l Thin metal strip 
attached to 
tension gauge 


Receiving- cam 
Pawl abutment 


Fig 2.21. Receiving cam pawl abutment. 


Receiving~cam 
sleeve 


Pawl-abutment lever-


Receiving-cam pawl 
abutment 


Pawl-abutment 
lever 


Fig 2.22. Receiving cam pawl abutment. 
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Fu•<C:.E.R. SE.TTING 


Fig 2.23. Finger setting pin. 


Receiving 
comb 
extensions 


Fig 2.24. Fingers. 


Fig 2.25. Finger springs, method of assembly. 


Fig 2.26. Finger springs, tension measurement. 


With the position as above move the electromagnet 
armature to space (RHS) position. Slacken the pawl abut
ment clamping screw and adjust the lever on the trip bar 
to give a clearance of 2-4mil between the pawls and the pawl 
abutment. Tighten the clamping screw. See Fig 2.22. 
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The Finger-setting Pin 


Rotate the motor by hand and ensure that the finger-setting 
pin is directly in line with each finger when the pin has been 
pushed fully in. To adjust-slacken the pin retaining spring 
fastening screw and move the pin retaining spring. Tighten 
the fastening screw. See Fig 2.23. 


The Fingers 


Remove the R.H. ribbon bracket in order to measure the 
force required to push each finger inwards. To adjust this 
force to 3-5oz remove the retaining plate from the finger 
block and remove the offending set of springs. Place each 
individual spring on a hard, flat surface and the force to 
depress the centre to touch the surface should be 6-7oz. 
Set the spring to obtain this, Fig 2.26. Re-assemble as shown 
in Fig 2.25. See also Fig 2.24. Remount the ribbon bracket. 


Slacken the eccentric pin clamping screw on the comb
setting lever, with the fingers in the lowered position, adjList 
the eccentric pin so that when the fingers are pushed inwards 
and lifted the slots in the periphery of the combs be exactly 
centrally under the bellcranks for the code selected. Tighten 
the clamping screw. When in proper adjustment, with all of 
the fingers raised there should be a clearance between the 
comb extensions and the comb stop plate. See Fig 2.27. 


Manually turn the motor until the fingers have just reset. 
Adjust the horizontal clearance between the comb extensions 
and the fingers to 17-20mil by slackening the finger-resetting 
trip bellcrank adjusting screw clamping screw, and adjusting 
the resetting trip bellcrank adjusting screw. Tighten the 
clamping screw. See Fig 2.28. 


ECCENTRIC 


The Bell crank Lifting Collar L1 NK 


Select letter "N" (SSMMS) as being convenient, by hand. 
Adjust the clearance between the bellcrank lifting collar and 
the fallen bellcrank to 6-8mil by slackening the eccentric 
coupling screw clamping screw, and adjusting t.Je eccentric 
coupling screw. Tighten the clamping screw. The force to lift 


FINGE~ 


CLAMPING II 
SCREWS n 


1 


Fig 2.27. Comb-setting lever. 


CLAMPING SCREW 


ECCENTRIC 
PIN 


PAWL 


BELLCRANK 


each bellcrank should be H-lioz measured at the type head Fig 2.28. Finger-setting trip bellcrank adjustment. 
end of the bell crank. See Fig 2.29. 


The Ribbon Mechanisms f~ -Ji ozs 


Slacken the feed pawl pivot clamping screw on the comb-
setting lever and adjust the feed pawl pivot so that each CLAMPING 


character feeds the ratchet wheel more than one whole tooth, 
about ll teeth being optimum. Also check that the ratchet 
retention pawl is preventing excess reverse turning. Tighten couPL 1 NG 


the clamping screw. See Fig 2.27. 
Manually turn the motor until the ribbon and jumper are 


at their highest position. Slacken the lock nut on the jumper 
abutting screw, adjust the screw until the top of the ribbon is 
level with the top of the type bars when a type bar touches 
the ribbon. (Unless the large fractional type bars are used, 
when the ribbon must be :f:,in higher.) Tighten the locknut. 
See Fig 2.30. 


Typehead and Clutch Latch 


Slacken the bearing screw clamping screw and adjust the 
bearing screw to give an end play of the typehead, measured 
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Fig 2.29. Bellcrank lifting collar adjustment. 







at the engagement pins of 5-!0mil. Tighten clamping screw. 
See Figs 2.31 and 2.32. 


To give clearance of 30-35mil between the cam spring and 
the bellcranks. with the clutch unlatched, insert washers 
between the clutch drum and the combination head body. 
See Fig 2.33. 


To give a clearance of 8-14mil with the clutch unlatched 
between the latch and the bellcranks, set the cam spring. 
See Fig 2.33. 


Set the latch spring to give a force of 2-3oz with the clutch 
unlatched, to push the latch spring away from the cam 
spring, measured at the latch. 


With the motor running at correct speed and the clutch 
unlatched, the tangential force, measured at the typehead 
periphery, necessary to hold the typehead should not be less 
than 3~lb. The tangential force measured at the typehead 
periphery necessary to latch the clutch should be between 
3 and 4!lb. 


Typehead Hammer 


Manually select the letter "N" (SSMMS) and latch the 
typehead clutch. Adjust the two locknuts on the type hammer 
link to obtain the clearance of 32mil between the hammer 
head and the type bar. See Fig 2.34. 


Slacken the type hammer spring clamping screw and with 
the letter "N" still latched adjust the position of the type 
hammer spring to bring the type hammer head exactly 
central with the "N" type bar. Tighten the clamping screw. 
See Fig 2.34. 


To adjust the type hammer shock absorber spring, remove 
the type hammer and type hammer link, screw up the type 
hammer link until the spring is fully compressed and then 
release one turn. Refit the type hammer assembly back in 
position. 


To obtain the clearance of 19-30mil between the bottom 
of the type hammer head and the type rack, pack under the 
type hammer pivot with washers. See Fig 2.35. 


Carriage Adjustments 


It is easier to make the first few adjustments with the 
carriage assembly removed from the teleprinter. 


Feed Pawls 


With the carriage at the extreme R.H. end of its travei, 
slacken the feed pawl pivot clamping screw and adjust the 


Spring pressure 
between 2 and 3 oz. 


TELEPRINTERS 


Ribbon jumper 1, ..---Traversing 
link 


Fig 2.30. Ribbon jumper adjustment. 
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Fig 2.31. Typehead bracket. 
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Fig 2.32. Typehead sleeve clearance. 
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Fig 2.33, Clutch drum adjustment. 
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eccentric pivot to give !Omil clearance between the feed 
pawl and the next ratchet tooth. Tighten the clamping screw. 
See Fig 2.36. 


Manually feed the carriage forward a few spaces (by 
operating the crosshcad). With the retention pawl engaged 
in the ratchet and holding the carriage, slacken the retention 
pawl pivot clamping screw and adjust the eccentric pivot 
(both of these are at the rear of the casing) to give a clearance 
of 5-Smil between the feed pawl and the adjacent tooth on 
the ratchet. Tighten the clamping screw. See Fig 2.37. 


3Z mils 


Fig 2.34. Typehammer. 


Fig 2.35. Typehammer, vertical adjustment. 


Carriage Return and Line Feed Dogs 


With the crosshead in its natural L.H. position, slacken the 
eccentric pin locking nut and adjust the eccentric pin (at 
rear of casting) to give a clearance of I0-15mil between 
the crosshead and the line feed and carriage return dogs. 
Tighten the locknut. See Fig 2.38. 


With the carriage assembly back on the teleprinter, 
manually rotate the motor to bring the traversing link to its 
foremost position, ie with the finger-setting pin near No. 1 
finger. Slacken the pivot locking screw on the feed lever and 
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adjust the eccentric pivot to give a clearance of 15-25mil 
between the line feed or carriage return dog and the cross head 
pawl. This is easiest measured from behind the carriage. 
Tighten the clamping screw. If this adjustment is altered 
radically then the ribbon jumper abutting screw may have 
to be readjusted as previously described. See Figs 2.39 and 
2.30. 


Set up: 
Carriage return (SSSMS) 
Line feed (SMSSS) 
Bell (MMSMS) 
Letter shift (MMMMM) 
Fig shift (MMSMM) 


in turn and check that the feed dog is thrown well clear of the 


Pivot-clamping screw 


\ 


Eccentric pivot screw 


Feed pawl 


Ratchet 
on carriage- return 


/'ng drum 


Fig 2.36. Letter feed pawl adjustment. 
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Fig 2.37. Retention pawl adjustment. 
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Fig 2.38. Line feed and carriage return dog adjustment. 







crosshead. On the first two operations the appropriate dogs 
should engage fully with the crosshead. 


Line Feed Mechanism 


Slacken the jockey roller lever pivot locknut and adjust 
the pivot to place the jockey roller in the centre of its travel. 
Tighten locknut. Manually turn the motor and set up the 
line feed combination (SMSSS), with the line feed control 
set for double spacing, ie the line feed pawl nearest the 
ratchet. Turn the motor until the line feed pawl is at the 
bottom of its stroke. Slacken the feed pawl eccentric clamp
ing screw and adjust the feed pawl eccentric until the jockey 
roller fully beds into the correct notch. Tighten the clamping 
screw. Set the line feed control for single spacing, again set 
up line feed and turn the motor until the line feed pawl is at 
the bottom of its travel. Slacken the lock nut on the line 
feed control and adjust the control eccentric relative to the 
spring disc until both single and double spacing are allowing 
the jockey roller to bed in its notches correctly. Tighten the 
lock nut. These adjustments sometimes need slight re
adjustment when the paper is inserted and the motor is run 
at full speed. See Figs 2.40 and 2.41. 


Carriage Return Mechanism 


Slacken the chariot rail clamping screws and adjust the 
rail so that the chariot will run freely without shake. Tighten 
the clamping screws. The spring on the chariot should lightly 
touch the chariot rail when the chariot is at the extreme R.H. 
end. 


Move the carriage to the extreme L.H. end of its travel and 
depress the carriage return key. (At the rear L.H. end of the 
carriage.) The force required to hold the carriage in this L.H. 
position should be between 2!-3i!b. With the piston about 
to enter the carriage cylinder the force required to hold the 
carriage should differ from the previous one by no more 
than lollb. 


To adjust the spring to obtain the required figures
remove the platen knob, jockey roller spring and the bell 
hammer assembly. Set the carriage halfway along its travel, 
remove the L.H. bearing bracket, move the platen spindle to 
the left and remove the carriage assembly. Hold the spring 
drum, release the two pawls and let the drum unwind 
slowly, counting the turns. If only a small adjustment is 
needed remove the screw holding the bearing spindle (at 
the rear of the casting) and withdraw the spring drum. Turn 
it through ! a turn and replace, refit the bearing spindle
screw. Now wind up the drum ± ~ turn as required. If how
ever a larger adjustment is needed do not remove the drum 
but rewind to ± 1 turn as required. Manually operate the 
crosshead until the drum stops turning. Now replace the 
carriage at its extreme L.H. position. Refit the bell hammer 
assembly, jockey roller spring and platen knob. See that the 
carriage feeds correctly and that it does not hit the L.H. 
bearing bracket if the crosshead is operated continuously. 
Check the forces again, reset if necessary. 


Shock Absorber 


Slacken the carriage shock absorber valve plate clamping 
screw and adjust the valve plate until the carriage will return 
from any position without shock and without bounce. 
Tighten the clamping screw. The clamping screw is accessible 
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Fig 2.39. Clearance, line feed/carriage return dogs and cross head 
pawl. 
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Fig 2.40. Line feed mechanism, side view. 


Line-feed ratchet 


Jockey- roller lever 


Jockey- roller eccentric pivot 
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Fig 2.41. Line feed mechanism, end view. 
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through a hole in the R.H. end bearing bracket-some 
machines also have a hole in the platen knob-otherwise the 
knob must be removed. 


Carriage Latch 


Slacken the carriage stop eccentric sleeve locking screw and 
adjust the eccentric sleeve to obtain a clearance of tin 
between the typebars and the platen with the carriage held 
against the stop. Tighten the locking screw. 


Slacken the latch stop eccentric sleeve locking screw and 
adjust the sleeve until the carriage locks securely and without 
play. Tighten the locking screw. See Fig 2.42. 


Other Units: 
The Auto Start-stop Switch 


With the electromagnet held in the mark position (L.H.) 
and the weight lifting pin fully engaged in one of the worm 
wheel holes, slacken the trip spindle clamping screw and 
adjust the spindle so that it just touches the end thrust spring 
(a leaf spring). Tighten the clamping screw. See Fig 2.43. 


With the pin still fully engaged in the worm wheel hole, 
slacken the starter boss clamping screw and adjust the starter 
boss to obtain a clearance of 5-l Omil between the starter boss 
and the starter trip lever extension, with the electromagnet 
armature still at the mark position. Tighten the clamping 
screw on to the flat on the spindle. See Fig 2.43. 


To obtain a clearance equal to the diameter of one hole 
between the weight-lifting pin and the shroud, with the weight 
in the down position, release the locking screws on the weight 
and locating collar, move the weight as required and lock the 
locking screws with the locating collar just touching the 
weight. See that the starter trip lever extension moves freely 
into the slot in the starter boss. See Figs 2.44 and 2.45. 
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Fig 2.42. Carriage latch. 
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Fig 2.43. Starter switch trip mechanism. 
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Fig 2.44. Starter switch weight lifting arm. 
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Fig 2.45. Starter switch weight assembly. 
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With the weight lifted and the weight-lifting pin fully 
engaged in the hole exposed at the top of the shroud the force 
required on the end of the trip spindle to disengage the 
weight lifting pin from the worm wheel should be less than 
3oz. With the end thrust spring removed this should drop 
to !oz. If the values are not these, check that everything is 
free to move, then set the end thrust spring. With the weight 
in the down position the force required should be less than 
loz with the end thrust spring in place. 


Remove the switch cover and bend the switch arm so that 
when the motor is running and the electromagnet armature 







is in the mark (L.H.) position, the motor is stopped with 
the weight-lifting pin coming to rest !, a hole diameter from 
the shroud top. 


Let the auto start-stop switch switch off the motor. 
Slacken the throw-out bracket fixing screws and adjust the 
throw-out bracket to obtain a clearance of 15-20mil between 
the throw-out bracket and the weight-lifting arm screw. 
Tighten the fixing screws. With the switch contacts shorted 
out the throw-out bracket should release the weight before 
the switch arm hits the switch arm stop plate. See Fig 2.45. 


Answer Back Unit 


With the unit in the rest position slacken the answer back 
unit fixing screws and adjust the position of the answer back 
unit to give a clearance of 10-20mil between the ends of the 
combination bars and the edge of any answer back ward. 
It may be necessary slightly to adjust the abutment screws in 
the answer back unit. Tighten the fixing screws. 


Manually turn the motor and release the answer back 
detent, stop turning the motor when the third ward is just 
below the top of the combination bars. Slacken the trip 
cam fixing screws and alter the trip cam relative to the drum 
so that the trip lever is fully bedded in the third notch, with 
the ward still in the same position. Tighten the fixing screws. 
With this adjustment correct-switch on the motor, lift the 
answer back detent and the drum should revolve without 
binding. See Fig 2.46. 


Select WRU on the teleprinter receiver (MSSMS) manu
ally. When the answer back detent has been operated, slacken 
the release shaft lever adjusting screw locking nut and adjust 
the adjusting screw to give a clearance of at least IOmil 
between the answer back detent and the face of the answer 
back drum. Tighten the locking nut. See Figs 2.47 and 2.48. 


Slacken the guide bracket clamping screw and adjust the 
position of the guide bracket to give a clearance of 5mil 
between the key bar extension and the cutaway portion of the 
detent link, with the WRU key depressed. Tighten the 
clamping screws. It may be necessary to set the keybar 
extension to obtain free movement. See Fig 2.48. 


To Change the Code 


Remove the answer back cover. Loosen the ward clamping 
plate locknut, which is on the electromagnet side of the ward 
drum; use a tommy bar to hold the s]Jindle. Turn the ward 
clamping plate until the slot is opposite the required ward 
and slide the ward out. 


To cut a ward remember that a slot represents a mark 
element. The individual slots should be ,\jn wide and a\in 
deep. 


It is advisable to start the code with carriage return, line 
feed and letters, unless some special code is envisaged. 


When the wards have been replaced in their correct posi
tions, turn the ward clamping plate so that the slot does not 
line up with a ward and tighten the locknut. See Fig 2.49. 


Motor Governor: 
Series Governor 


Slacken the contact clamping screw and adjust the contact 
to obtain an armature movement of 15-20mil measured at 
the contact. Tighten the clamping screw. 
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Fig 2.46. Answer-back, trip cam. 


Fig 2.47. Answer-back trip, shaft. 


Fig 2.48. Answer-back release. 
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Shunt Governor 


Slacken the contact clamping screw and adjust the contact 
to give a clearance of 20-25mil between the two contacts. 
Tighten the clamping screws. 


Differences Between New and Old Machines 


The modern Creed type 7 teleprinters are basically the 
same machine as the older type 7B. However, there are some 
differences, the most noticeable being: the modern machines 
have an orientation device, or range finder; they have a 
modified carriage shock absorber; the electromagnet 
assembly is slightly different; the clutch and typehead 
assembly is re-designed; the motor is slightly different, 
and there are several different types of keyboard that can be 
fitted. Also the modern machines can be fitted with a reper
forator attachment. 


In the main the adjustments follow the same pattern as 
already indicated; however, included below are the adjust
ments which are radically different. 
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Fig 2.49. Answer-back drum. 
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Fig 2.50. Air valve adjustment. 


Fig 2.51. Air valve adjustment. 
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Fig 2.52. Pilot cam detent. 
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Fig 2.53. Pilot cam detent. 


The Carriage Shock Absorber 


Slacken the air valve lever clamping screw and adjust the 
position of the air valve lever relative to the air valve, to 
obtain equal apertures in the air valve at the extremes of the 
carriage travel. Tighten the clamping screw. See Figs 2.50 and 
2.51. 


Pilot Cam Detent 


Slacken the pilot cam detent operating lever clamping 
screw and adjust the position of the pilot cam detent operat
ing lever so that there is a clearance of 10-20mil between the 
plate and the bolt head and also, with the electromagnet 
armature held against the space (R.H.) stop, there is a 
clearance of 13-17mil between the pilot cam detent lever and 
the pilot cam lug. Tighten the clamping screw. See Figs 2.52 
and 2.53. 


Receiving Cam Abutment 


To check the receiving cam abutment a special tool is 
normally used. This comprises a double ended plug gauge, 
one end being 47mil diameter, the other 53mil diameter. 
However, for the adjustment two drills of appropriate size 
could be used-a /,;in diameter drill for the 47mil diameter 
size and a No. 55 for the 53mil diameter size. 


Slacken the abutment lever clamping screw and adjust at 
the screwdriver adjustment point, so that the relative posi
tions of the abutment and the sickle lever fulfil the following 
conditions. 







With the orientation device set at 50, manually turn the 
motor until the receiving cam is arrested by the abutment, 
withdraw the abutment, allowing the pawls to drop into their 
ratchet. Return the abutment so that it touches the pawls. 
The 47mil diameter gauge should pass between the retaining 
ring lug and the sickle lever without moving the sickle lever. 
However, the 53mil diameter gauge should move the sickle 
lever when tried in the same position. Tighten the clamping 
screw. Sec Figs 2.54 and 2.55. 


Fig 2.54. Receiving cam detent. 


Fig 2.55. Receiving cam detent. 


THE •OVERLAP' CAM UNIT 


This unit is used in Creed Model 7E and the later Model 
54. Three sequentially operated cams cause the printing of a 
character immediately following the reception of the code for 
the character, instead of being printed one behind the 
received character, as with machines earlier than the 7E. 


An orientation device with pilot cam is fitted, but the main 
receive camshaft is split into two sections, and a friction 
clutch driven cam-line is added, driven through auxiliary 
gearing at the same speed. The sequence is that the pilot 
cam operates the friction drive "selector" cam, which near 
the end of the selection, releases the "translator" cam. This, 
after setting the code into the combination head, releases 
the "function" cam to print and to feed the carriage. While 
the translator and function cams are finishing their actions, 
the selector mechanism is restored, and a further character 
can be received. Although each cam section revolves in 
130ms, the total time from the beginning of reception of any 
character to the end of the action initiated is 280ms. 


Reception of the start space signal pivots the rockshaft 
clockwise, releasing the pilot clutch, which subsequently 
releases the friction clutch on the selector cam. 


Mounted on the selector cam sleeve are five code cams, 
which operate five associated code levers, sequentially at 
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20ms intervals. Each code lever carries the lower end of the 
sequential lever, the upper end of which is pivoted in a 
finger push rod. When a code lever is moved clockwise, 
it takes the lower end of the sequential lever with it. 


The rockshaft carries a compliant rocker blade. When a 
spacing signal operates the magnet, the magnet link pivots 
the rocker blade upwards, deposits the hollow in the sequen
tial lever, which is not obstructed in its movements, and 
pivots in the push-rod, without imparting any motion to the 
latter. 


On receipt of a marking signal, the rocker blade is moved 
downwards to a horizontal position opposite the step on the 
sequential lever. When a code lever moves outwards, the 
sequential lever comes into contact with the edge of the 
rocker blade, which acts as a pivot for that lever. The top end 
moves to the left, taking the pushrod and associated finger 
with it. 


A series of code signals, operating the magnet, result in 
comb setting fingers being set under the comb ring extensions 
for a "mark" but not for a "space". 


As possible signal distortion could change the position 
of the rockshaft during the read-off of a code element, 
giving a partially finished condition of the pushrod move
ment, a "chopper" cam is added behind the selector cam. 


The chopper cam controls the action of the knife edged 
chopper. Immediately before the start of each read-off 
period, the cam profile allows the chopper to move in sharply 
against the rocker blade knife edge. This action assists the 
magnet action and firmly locks the rocker blade in the con
dition determined by the magnet, until the read-off of the 
signal element is finished, when the chopper lock is removed. 


As the rocker blade is compliantly mounted on the rock
shaft, the magnet can move the rockshaft in accordance 
with the next element, the rocker blade following sharply 
when the chopper lock is removed. 


At the end of the read-off of the third element, a trip cam, 
mounted behind the selector detent, operates a trip linkage. 
This pivots clockwise, and moves the detent holding out the 
ratchet clutch pawls on the translator cam sleeve. As soon as 
the pawls engage fully in the ratchet teeth, the translator 
cam sleeve rotates anti-clockwise. 


The translator cam sleeve carries two tracks, one control
ling the bellcrank lift, and the other the action of the finger 
lift lever and its associated ribbon feed pawl. 


Immediately the fifth code element read-off has been com
pleted, the bellcrank lift collar is pushed in against the tails 
of the spring-load combination bellcranks. These are raised, 
releasing the pressure on the comb rings, which restore 
clockwise under their springs, and the typehead is released. 
The finger lift lever is then operated, and marking fingers, 
rising under the comb ring extensions, move the latter anti
clockwise. The ribbon feed pawl, attached to the finger lift 
lever, moves to engage the next tooth on its drive, ready to 
feed the ribbon as the lever restores, after setting the code on 
the comb rings. 


Around the periphery of each comb ring, slots are cut in 
such a way that, for every combination into which the rings 
can be moved, an unobstructed slot is opened by all five 
comb rings beneath a pair of bellcranks. 


Immediately after the bellcranks have dropped in, a node 
on the retention cam, just behind the pawl assembly, 
depresses the retention lever against its spring. This lever 
pivots anti-clockwise the trip linkage associated with the 
function cam sleeve trip detent: this is removed from under 
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the clutch pawls which engage with their associated ratchet 
toothed gears. 


The function cam sleeve now commences to rotate anti
clockwise. It carries two tracks, one for the traverse lever 
and one for the type hammer. The traverse lever initially 
moves towards the front of the machine, during which move
ment it resets the marked fingers from under the comb ring 
extensions. This is done via a spring loaded pivoted lever, 
mounting on the rear of the traverse lever, which operates 
on to the pivoted finger reset linkage. An adjustable stop 
throws the two out of engagement, just as the fingers are 
reset. 


It should be noted that all variants of the Model 7 tele
printer, and indeed the Model 54 teleprinter, may be fitted 
wi~:h a reperforating (RP) attachment. 


A SIMPLE WAY TO MAKE A 
78 GOVERNOR DUAL SPEED 


Looking at the governor it will be noticed that on the 
block holding the fixed contact there is a 4BA tapped hole 
1\rin away from the contact, Fig 2.56. 


Cut a piece of 1\rin (approximately) steel i'6 in by !in and 
drill a 4BA clearance hole lin from one end. Then cut a 
piece of insulated material, eg PCB without the copper, the 
same size with the hole in the same position. 


Taking a lin 4BA cheesehead screw, first put a large washer 
on, then a light compression spring (about four turns), then 
put the metal plate on followed by the insulated material. 
Add one or two nuts-to space the strips away from the 
block. Some governors use two full nuts and others 
one full and one half nut. 


Screw the assembly gently into the existing tapped hole 
so that the two plates can be swung round, either over the 
moving contact, thus giving extra pressure, or 180 degrees 
away to leave the contact with its normal pressure applied. 


Set the governor up for 45·5 bauds with the plates away 
from the contact, then swing the plates over the moving 
contact and adjust the pressure on top of the contact with the 
screw to 50 bauds. Then lock the nuts tightly and re-check 
the 50 bauds speed. 


Once this is done it is a simple matter to change speed by 
swinging the plates either over the contact or completely 
clear of the contact for either speed. 


This method has been used successfully for many months 
and has not called for any readjustment. A piece of 


Fig 2.56. Creed series motor governor two·speed modification. 
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Fig 2.57. Diagram of perforator linkage, Creed 7/RP. 


card with one side marked 50 bauds and the other 45·5 bauds 
is displayed under the clip on the front of the machine to 
indicate at which speed the machine is set. 


THE 7JRP TELEPRINTER REPERFORATOR 


The 7/RP is a telegraph machine, developed to perform 
the functions of teleprinter, reperforator and perforator. The 
basic machine is a Model 7B page teleprinter, fitted with a 
sawtooth keyboard, transmitter and answer-back unit as 
used on the Model 47 teleprinter and a perforating mechan
ism similar to that used on the Model 7P. 


The machine provides the following facilities. 
1. Normal teleprinter operation. The perforator 


mechanism is cut out by moving a perforator throw-out 
lever to the left. 


2. Reperforator working, producing fully punched tape 
as well as a page printed copy. The perforator is brought 
into operation by moving the throw-out lever to the right. 
Punched tape is made for all signals except "who are 
you?", "bell" and the "answer-back". 


3. Perforator working, with no signal to line. 
The perforator mechanism is mounted to the left of the 


keyboard and is controlled by a system of levers and Bowden 
cables from the combination head and an extension from 
the traversing link in the receiving cam-unit. 


Perforator Mechanism 


The perforator mechanism is set up for a particular code 
combination by transferring the settings of the comb exten
sions to the punch selector bars via levers and Bowden 
cables as shown in Fig 2.57. The punch-selector bars are 
spring tensioned to the right and through the perforator 
selecting levers and cables hold the selecting levers against 
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LINK ASSEMBLY 
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STOP 


PERFORATOR TRIP-BAR 


Fig 2.58. Diagram of perforator trip mechanism, 7/RP. 


the comb extensions. When a comb extension is lifted, the 
movement is transmitted through the levers and cable to 
move the punch-selector bar to the left. The anvil portion of 
the bar is then moved underneath the punch in readiness 
to punch the tape. If there is no comb extension movement 
the selector bar remains in its normal position and does not 
engage a punch. 


Perforator Trip Mechanism 


The perforator unit is initiated by the traversing link on 
the receiving-cam as shown in Fig 2.58. As the traversing 
link moves forward, the motion is transmitted via levers and 
the trip cable to a second trip lever located on the perforator 
unit. The perforator trip-lever moves the trip-bar to the right 
to release the detent from the pawls on the perforating cam
shaft. The cam-shaft rotates and operates the mechanism 
to punch the tape with the character set-up during the previous 
operation of the receiving cam-sleeve. 


Procedure for Dismantling and Reassembly of 
Perforator Unit 


Remove keyboard from machine, and, withdrawing two ch/hd 
screws from extreme ends of keyboard, note nylon 
coupling. 


Remove keyboard cover, two screws. 
Slacken hexagon headed screws on tape guide tube. 
Remove tube. 


To remove perforator unit from keyboard 
Remove cuttings box. 
Remove outer damping spring by inserting a spring extractor 


in the top loop of inner spring, take up the tension of the 
spring and withdraw spring anchor screw. 


Remove cuttings box spindle and three guard plate csk/hd 
screws. Compress and remove outer spring. 


Remove the three fixing screws from the rear of the keyboard 
casting. 
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Pull the upper end of the punch withdrawing bracket away 
from the punches and lift off the punch block unit care
fully. 


To remove anvil bracket 
Rel?ove two fixing screws, spring washers and plate washers, 


s1tuated endwise on the casting and lift out. Place keyboard 
unit to one side. 


To dismantle anvil bracket 
Unhook back-space lever spring. 
Remove clamping screw and withdraw spindle. 
Remove back-space key assembly. 
Remove locking collar from spindle of selector levers and 


lift off the selector levers in sequence. 
Remove tape feed pawl assembly by withdrawing two ch/hd 


screws, the spring washers and plate washers. 
Remove springs from punch withdrawing bracket. 
Remove pivot screws from either side of punch withdrawing 


bracket. NoTE: Ensure that the eccentric spindle is locked 
before removal of pivot screws. 


Remove punch withdrawing bracket. 
Remove springs from Nos. 2 and 4 selector bars. 
Remove guide pins. 
Remove front circlip from selector bar locating pin and push 


out locating pin towards the rear of casting. Hold the 
selector bars to the left to facilitate removal of pin. 


Remove selector bars Nos. 2 and 4. 
Remove selector bars Nos. 5, 3 and 1, by lifting the left-hand 


end of selecting bars and sliding the springs from their 
anchor pin. 


Remove spring from perforator throw-out lever (manual). 
Remove locking collar from perforator throw-out lever. 
Remove perforator throw-out lever (manual). 
Remove locking collar from perforator trip lever. 
Remove perforator trip lever. NoTE: Observe felt lubricating 


pad. 


Reassembly of anvil bracket assembly. 
NoTE: Before proceeding to assemble the unit remove any 


paper chads, surplus oil and grease from unit. 
Replace perforator trip lever to engage with the perforator 


trip bar. 
Replace locking collar and ch/hd screw. Check for freedom 


of movement. 
Replace perforator throw-out lever (manual). 
Replace locking collar and ch/hd screw. Check for freedom 


of movement. 
Anchor tension spring. 
Replace selector bars Nos. 1, 3 and 5 by first placiag the 


springs on anchor pin and positioning selector bars in 
their respective guides. 


Replace selector bars No. 2 and 4 in their respective guides. 
Replace selector bar locating pin by inserting it at the rear 


of casting. 
Replace front circlip. 
Replace selector bar guide pins. 
Replace selector bars Nos. 2 and 4 springs on near guide pin. 
Replace withdrawing bracket, two shouldered screws ch/hd. 
Replace two tension springs on anchor pins on both sides 


of the punch withdrawing bracket. 
Replace tape feed pawl assembly, two ch/hd screws spring 


washers and plate washers. 
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Replace back-space key assembly complete with spindle and 
retaining bracket one ch/hd screw and washer. NoTE: 
Position back space pawl beneath the stop pin on tape feed 
pawl. 


Replace back space pawl spring on its anchor. 
Replace selector levers, ensure that they engage with the 


selector bar extensions. 
Replace locking collar one ch/hd screw. NoTE: Check for 


freedom of movement. 


Dismantling the perforator unit 
Punch block assembly 
Remove cuttings chute by slackening two ch/hd screws. 
Remove punch block assembly by withdrawing two chfhd 


screws between chute and tape roller. Place cam-assembly 
to one side. 


Remove latch spring (light). 
Remove latch, one clamping unit, spring washer and plate 


washer. 
Remove tape guide frame spring (heavy). 
Remove tape guide frame (two pivot screws). NoTE: Distance 


washer between frame and assembly on front of casting. 
Remove punch cover plate two ch/hd screws. 
Remove two die plates in sequence, tape guide plate then 


four die plates. 
Lift out the five punches and the feed hole punch in order. 


NoTE: Reassemble the punches in the correct manner 
narrow shoulder to the bottom. ' 


Remove the four lower punch-guide plates, two chfhd screws. 
Remove latch support plate, two ch/hd screws beneath casting. 
Remove tape "tear-off" stripper spring, two ch/hd screws on 


side of casting. Lift off gently to avoid damage to spring 
mounted on casting. 


Remove bearing blocks, two chfhd screws OR either side of 
block. 


Remove tape feed spindle from bearing blocks. 


Reassemble punch block assembly 
Clean casting of chads, surplus oil and grease. 
Replace tape feed spindle together with the two bearing 


blocks on the casting. 
Replace screws in the bearing blocks and tighten. NoTE: 


Check for freedom of movement. 
Replace tape "tear-off" spring and its pivot screws. NoTE: 


Check for freedom of movement. 
Replace latch support plate, two ch/hd screws. 
Replace four upper die plates, tape guide plate, two die plates 


and punch cover plate two ch/hd screws. 
Replace punches in correct order narrow shoulder at the 


bottom. 
Replace four lower guide plates. NoTE: Check for freedom 


of movement. 
Replace tape guide frame, two pivot screws. NoTE: Distance 


washer to be placed between casting and the frame on 
front. Check for freedom of movement. 


Replace latch, eccentric screw, plate washer, spring washer, 
and nut. 


Replace latch spring. 
Replace tape guide frame spring. 


Dismantling of cam-assembly 
Remove triangular front plate four nuts and washers. NoTE: 


Shims are fitted between the front plate and cam-shaft. 







Remove two distance locking collars from the detent pillars. 
Remove the detents by turning the cam so that the upper 


cam roller is raised clear of the left-hand detent. 
Release retention pawl springs from their anchor pin. 
Remove retention pawls, one nut and washer and eccentric 


bushes. 
Remove cam and cam-shaft, from its rear bearing. 
Remove cam from its shaft by pressing the pawl backwards 


against its spring and withdraw cam. 
Remove locking collar, which retains the punch block 


casting on its spindle. 
Remove punch block casting. 
Remove spring on the retention lever on punch block 


casting. 
Remove retention lever. 
Remove retention lever adjusting plate and its eccentric, 


one ch/hd screw, plate washer and spring washer. 
Slacken the locking nuts on the detent stop and withdraw 


stops. 


Reassembly of cam-assembly 


NoTE: Before assembling the unit, clean the casting of chads, 
surplus oil and grease. 


Replace detent stop. 
Replace retention lever adjusting eccentric. 
Replace retention lever. 
Replace retention lever spring. 
Replace punch block casting on its pivot. 
Replace locking collar on spindle. NoTE: Check for freedom 


of movement. 
Replace cam on its cam-shaft. 
Replace cam and cam-shaft in rear bearing. NOTE: Gear 


wheel towards rear. 
Replace rear eccentric for retention pawl. NoTE: Nut of 


eccentric bush to rear of casting. 
Replace rear retention pawl on eccentric bush, add washer, 


and front retention pawl, eccentric bush. NoTE: Nut of 
eccentric bush to face frontwards, 


Replace plate washer, spring washer and nut. 
Replace springs on retention pawls. NoTE: Check retention 


pawls for freedom of movement. 
Replace detents. 
Replace two locking collars on detents. 
Replace front plate. NoTE: Shims fitted between cam-shaft 


and front plate. 
Replace four sets of nuts, plate washers and spring washers. 
Fix cam-assembly to punch block assembly by replacing two 


chfhd screws between cuttings chute and tape roller. 


LUBRICATION INSTRUCTIONS 


Creed Model 7 Series 
After Each 300 Hours of Operation 


No. 1 Lubricant 
1. Clean the platen spindle and running bar with a cloth 


dipped in paraffin oil. Apply a few drops of lubricant 
to the platen spindle and the running bar. 


2. Apply a small quantity to the following parts: 
(a) Starter trip spindle 
(b) Starter trip lever pivot 
(c) Ribbon feed change rods (excessive lubrication may 


cause sticking). 
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No. 2 Lubricant 
1. Fill all oil cups and oil holes, paying special attention to 


the following: 
(a) Finger setting block (oil sump) 
(b) Cam sleeve oil hole (cam unit) 


2. Saturate all lubricating felts, paying special attention to 
the following: 
(a) Oil cover over the cam levers 
(b) Typehead lubricator felt 
(c) Typehammer pivot felt 


3. Lubricate all pivots, friction faces and couplings, paying 
special attention to the following: 
(a) Cam ratchet and pawls (cam unit) 
(b) Cam tracks (cam unit) 
(c) Finger setting pin (cam unit) 
(d) Pilot cam clutch (cam unit) 
(e) Orientation link spring (cam unit) 
(f) Bellcrank lifting collar engagement face (combination 


head) 
(g) Typehead clutch lining (N.B. Avoid surplus oil (type


head unit).) 
(h) Clutch band engagement with typehead driving spring 


(typehead unit) 
(i) Latch pivot (typehead unit) 
(j) Steel worm gears (starter switch control unit) 
(k) Overthrow stop engagement face 
(l) Ribbon driving shaft, ratchet and crown wheel 
(m) Ribbon jumper grooves in typehead support bracket 
(n) Link guide block (page attachment unit) 
(o) Spring drum ratchet wheel (page attachment unit) 
(p) Platen spindle ratchet (page attachment unit) 
(q) Platen end bearings (page attachment unit) 
(r) Felt washers on the lock bar and air valve connector 


(page attachment unit) 
(s) Pivots of the rollers at the top and bottom of the 


dash pot lever (page attachment unit) 
(t) Control lever bearing bushes and the pivots of the 


feed throw-out lever (control unit) 


N.B. An excess of oil is liable to cause some sluggishness 
in the operation of the carriage. 


No. 4 Lubricant 
1. Apply a little grease to the following parts: 


(a) Trip shaft cone pivots (cam unit) 
(b) Hammer head spring engagement and shock-absorber 


spring (typehammer unit) 
(c) Working faces of the ears on the stop plates (type


head unit) 
(d) Working faces between spring anchors and retaining 


plate (typehead unit) 
(e) Working edges of the control levers and the feed 


throwout lever (control unit) 
(f) Carriage rack and spring drum gear wheel (page 


attachment unit) 


No.5 Lubricant 
1. Apply a little grease to the following parts: 


(a) Striker blade guides on the cam unit 
(b) Mainshaft, cam unit and typehead gears, and the fibre 


starter worm 
(c) Jockey bush on the ribbon driving shaft 
(d) Outsides of the rollers on the dash pot lever 
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After Each 3,600 Hours of Operation 


Dismantle and clean the machine. Lubricate all points as 
above, with the following additions: 


No. 2 Lubricant 
1. Soak the following parts for 2-3 hours in the lubricant: 


(a) Typehead clutch friction washers (typehead unit) 
(b) Latch arm (typehead unit) 
(c) Stop arm (typehead unit) 
(d) Clutch body (typehead unit) 
(e) Typehead support bracket (control unit) 
(f) Cam release lever bracket (cam unit) 
(g) Pilot cam friction washers (cam unit) 


2. Lubricate the following parts: 
(a) Receiving comb bearings and spring pivots (combina


tion head) 
(b) Shift comb lever pivot and jockey spring (combination 


head) 
(c) Counter gear bearing pin (if a period of operation 


counter is fitted) 
3. Apply a trace of oil to the ribbon guide pins on the 


ribbon feed brackets, taking care that none reaches the 
outside of the rollers. 


4. Soak the bellcrank bearing oiling wick in the lubricant 
for a few minutes. 


5. Apply a few drops of the lubricant to the following parts: 
(a) All oilite bearings (page attachment unit) 
(b) Leather piston washer (page attachment unit) 
(c) Oiling pads in the pressure roller release lever 


bearing blocks (page attachment unit) 


No.4 Lubricant 
1. Repack the following ball bearings: 


(a) Combination head (2) 
(b) Main shaft (2) 
(c) Motor (2) 


2. Apply a light smear of grease to the ground faces of the 
armature extension and of the gap in the armature stop 
plate. 


No.5 Lubricant 
1. Smear a little of the lubricant on the following parts: 


(a) Periphery of bellcrank bearing (combination head) 
(b) Both ends of the bellcranks (combination head) 
(c) Magnet armature pivots after cleaning 
(d) Adjusting block friction spring (cam unit) 
(e) Counter driving gear and counter driving worm (if a 


period of operation counter is fitted) 
(f) Counter driving pin on the counter driving gear (if a 


period of operation counter is fitted) 


Lubricants 


The following lubricants are recommended: 
No.1 Lubricant-thin oil, such as: 


Clavus Oill7 (Shell Oil J.Y.l) 
No.2 Lubricant-medium oil, such as: 


Talpa Oil30 (Shell Oil C.Y.2) 
No.4 Lubricant-grease, such as: 


Shell Nerita Grease 3 (Shell VW) 
No.5 Lubricant-grease, such as: 


Mobilgrease No. 2. 
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TABLE OF RECEIVER FAULTS-Creed Model 7 
All receiver faults, whether they are of the obvious kind that do not 


require systematic localization or are of the less obvious kind that do, 
produce specific fault symptoms on some part of the receiver. 


The main kinds of fault symptoms with their possible causes are listed 
in the following table. This table is not meant to be exhaustive, or to convey 
the idea that all the faults listed are likely to occur on any given machine. 


Fault 


A Frequent failures on 
selecting fingers 


B Frequent extras 


C Occasional extras and/or 
failures 


D First finger failing 


E Fifth finger giving extras 


F Correct bellcran k not 
dropping 


G Typehead spinning 


H Shift not properly work-
ing 


I Bad impression 


J Typehead clutch not 
latching 


K Carriage not returning 


L Carriage partially 
returning 


M Carriage returning with 
too much force 


N Line feed failing 


0 Irregular line feed 


Possible Causes 


SELECTING MECHANISM 
1. Spacing bias on electromagnet 
2. Finger-setting blade too low 
3. Spacing reaction on armature 
4. Finger-setting blade too far from pin 
5. Finger resetting adjustment wrong 
6. See Fault Section C 


1. Marking bias on electromagnet 
2. Finger-setting blade too high 
3. See also Fault Section C 


1. Bias on electromagnet 
2. Magnet strength incorrect 
3. Receiving cam sleeve loose 
4. Receiving pawls sluggish, pawl springs 


faulty 
5. Finger-setting blade vertical adjustment 


faulty 
6. Detent adjustment faulty 
7. Reaction on armature faulty 
8. Finger-setting blade horizontal adjust


ment faulty 
9. Finger-setting blade worn or bent 


10. Finger springs with wrong tension 
11. Cam sleeve driving ratchet teeth broken 
12. Slackness of trip shaft bearings 
13. Cam rollers worn 


1. Finger resetting adjustment wrong 
2. Finger spring tension incorrect 


1. Receiving cam sleeve loose 
2. Finger adjustments incorrect 
3. Fingers badly aligned 


TRANSLATING MECHANISM 
1. Finger lift adjustment not correct 
2. Bellcrank lift adjustment incorrect 
3. Combs sticky 


1. Bell crank lift adjustment incorrect 
2. Bellcrank lifting collar worn 
3. Cam roller or cam track worn 


1. Shift lever spring binding on anchor pins 
2. Shift lever binding on pivot 
3. Springs on shift bel !crank weak 
4. Shift lever spring too strong 


PRINTING MECHANISM 
1. Typehammer adjustments incorrect 
2. Ink ribbon needs changing 
3. Height of ink ribbon jumper incorrect 
4. Ribbon feed or feed change mechanism 


faulty 
5. Distance between typehead and platen 


wrong 


1. Worn clutch lining 
2. Worn clutch band 


FUNCTION FAULTS 
(PAGE ATTACHMENT UNIT) 
1. Crosshead adjustment incorrect 
2. Dog spring too strong 
3. Dog loose on pivot 
4. Engaging tooth of dog worn 


1. Carriage return trip bellcrank spring 
weak 


2. Trip bellcrank damaged or worn 


1. Air valve adjustment faulty 


1. Cross head adjustment incorrect 
2. Dog spring too strong 
3. Dog loose on pivot 
4. Engaging tooth of dog worn 
5. Line feed pawl worn 


1. Line feed adjustments incorrect 
2. Line feed pawl worn 







TABLE OF RECEIVER FAULTS-Continued 


Fault 


P Letter feed failing 


Q Non-feed function failing 


R Overprinting 


S Motor not starting 


T Motor not stopping 


U Motor overheating 


V Governor not governing 


W Excessive sparking 


X Excessive brush wear 


Possible Causes 


1. Carriage feed pawl adjustment incorrect 
2. Carriage retaining pawl adjustment 


incorrect 
3. Crosshead adjustment incorrect 
4. Carriage feed pawl tooth worn 
5. Spring drum teeth worn 
6. Letter feed dog engagement tooth worn 
7. Carriage return trip bellcrank prevent


ing feed 


1. Crosshead adjustment incorrect 
2. Buffer spring adjustment incorrect 


1. Air valve adjustment incorrect 


MOTOR, GOVERNOR AND STARTER 
SWITCH UNITS 


1. Motor or governor brushes need 
renewing 


2. Commutator requires cleaning 
3. Starter switch unit adjustment incorrect 


1. Starter switch unit adjustment incorrect 


1. Brush rocker adjustment incorrect 
2. Excessive load from teleprinter (check 


bearings) 


1. Contacts require adjusting or changing 
2. Governor brush broken 
3. Carbon dust between governor brush 


connections 
4. Carbon dust between slip rings 


1. Grooves in the commutator 
2. Brush springs weak 
3. Brushes worn 
4. Disconnection in armature windings 
5. Brush rocker adjustment incorrect 


1. Carbon dust between commutator 
segments 


2. Mica needs undercutting 
3. Worn commutator 


TELEPRINTER No. 78 STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS 


Adjustment Pressure Remarks 
or Gauging 


I-T-RA_N_S_M-IT_T_E_R_S_T_R-IK_E_R __ --------l----------1 
TYPE 
Striker timing lever 
Striker stop plate 


Transmitter contact gap 


Jockey roller pressure and 
tongue neutrality 


Striker timing. lever spring 


Selecting lever springs 


SEND-RECEIVE SWITCH 
(a) Lever and buffer 


(b) Contact gap 
Contact operating lever 


spring 
Pawl abutment lift 
Resetting lever 
Keybars 


10-20mil 
15mil 


6mil 


4-5oz 
4!-Stoz 


4t-6oz 


4-6mil 


6mil 


5-Soz 
3-20mil 
6-20mil 
6-Stoz 


Striker in highest position 
Gauge between heels of third 


and fourth selecting levers 
and contact operating lever 


Striker lever to fall equal 
distances on either side of 
tongue 


Neutral 
Measured at left-hand side 


of striker. Spring on right
hand side of its anchor 


Measured at right-hand end 


Motor running: buffer tight 
in lever 


All selecting levers spacing 
Check on several keys 
Motor running 
Motor running: not more than 


1 ~oz difference between 
all keys 


Adjustment Pressure 
or Gauging 


TELEPRINTERS 


Remarks 


l------------------l---------1------------------1 
TRIP BAR BACK STOP 
Locking bar No.2 
Comb bars and springs 
Locking bar No.1 


RECEIVER 
Fitting abutments 
Receiver-cam sleeve 
Cam unit clutch mechanism 


Pawl abutment (tension) 
Electromagnet armature 


travel 
Electromagnet armature 


travel 
Field unit spring 
Electromagnet neutrality 


No.1 


Adjustment of tripshaft and 
blade 


Finger-setting blade 
(horizontal) 


Pawl abutment 
Electromagnet neutrality 


No.2 
Finger-setting blade reaction 


Finger-setting pin 


Finger-lift 
Finger resetting 
Finger pressure springs 
Finger pressure 
Bellcrank lifting lever 


CONTROL LEVER-UNIT 
Shoe on control lever 
Control levers 


TYPE HEAD UNIT 
Types 


Type head end play 
Typehead latch cam 
Typehead clutch latch 
Typehead latch spring 
Clutch latch 
Clutch torque A 


Clutch torque B 
Printing hammer head 


Printing hammer shackle 
spring 


Printing hammer head 


Ribbon feed ratchet 
Ribbon jumper 
Ribbon jumper steady plate 


Ribbon lift 
Ribbon jumper clearance 
Ribbon feed spindle jockey 


spring 


AUTOMATIC START STOP 
SWITCH 
Starter boss 


Spindle pressure 
Throwout bracket 
Position of boss (switch on) 


ANSWER BACK UNIT 
Ward clearance 


Trip cam 


Release shaft 
Trip mechanism "D" 


extension 


CARRIAGE 
Chariot rail 
Carriage friction 
Carriage return spring 
Characters per line 


Letter feed pawl 


5-6mil 
3!-4toz 
4-5oz 


1·5mil max 
1oz 


2t-3~oz 


22-25 mil 


28-32mil 
Jib min 


8-12oz 
9-11 Unit 
No.2 
5mil 
approx 


80mil 
2mil max 


-2oz 
-2t Unit 
No.2 


17-20mil 
6-10oz 
3-5oz 


central 
18-44mil 


3-4oz 


5-10mil 
30-55mil 
8-14mil 
2-Joz 
13-20mil 
3tlb min 


3-4tlb 
central 


1 turn 


hin 


1! teeth 


2mil 
approx 
.'.in 
functional 


12-16oz 


6-10mil 


~-2! oz 
functional 
functional 


10-20mil 


functional 


10mil 


6mil 


functional 
Hlb 
2t-3!1b 
69chtrs 


10milmin 


Free in guide plates 
Free in guide plates 


Abutments must be in contact 
Free, minimum end play 
To disengage the pawl abut


ment from the pawls. 
Motor running 


Electromagnet No.1 


Electromagnet No.2 
Gauge on heel of field unit 


Electromagnet link discon-
nected below centre of p-in 


To include backlash of blade 


Reduction should not be 
more than 2oz 


Central with finger, when 
finger is half-set 


Comb plates should be level 
Released during start signal 
Measured on flat surface 


Use "N" bellcrank 


Bellcrank central on shoe 
Between front body plate 


and control lever tips 


To just move type retaining 
plate 


Measure in tightest position 
Unlatched + or - shims 
Typehead unlatched 
Clutch unlatched 
Use "N" bellcrank 
To rotate the typehead back


wards 
To latch on selected bellcrank 
Rear end of type central with 


hammer head 
Release spring one complete 


turn 
Between typehammer and 


type face. Use "N" type 


Jumper free in guide 
Between each arm of steady 


plate 
Top of ribbon above type 
Clear of typehead 


At ends of spindle 


Check that switch will 
operate on the incoming 
signal 


Adjust fitting abutment on 
keyboard 


of Ward to engage top 
combination bars 


Detent held to the right 


Not more than 1 !lb 
End to end variation 1 !lb 
Check by operation of 


cross head 
Carriage at extreme right 
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Adjustment Pressure 
or Gauging 


-- -- -------
Retention pawl 5-Smil 


Carriage unit dash pot functional 
Carriage latch -kin 
C/ utch crosshead 10-2Smil 
Letter-feed dog 6-10mil 


Carriage-return and line 10-15mil 
dogs 


LINE-FEED MECHANISM 
Line feed pawl 0-10mil 


Line feed pawl movement functional 
Jockey roller functional 
Line feed pawl buffer functional 


F 


X 


Remarks 


Carriage fed a few spaces to 
left 


For satisfactory damping 
Between type face and platen 
Vertical measurement 
Between feed throw-out lever 


and plate 
Horizontal measurement 


Pawl in maximum forward 
position 


Check on double line spacing 
Jockey roller fully-bedded 
Buffer lightly touching pawl 


- ·l,u.FEACH 


-------SOO.I'H 
E.'CH 


____ I<EYBOAAO 
CONNECTK>NS 


w 


Fig 2.59a. Model 7, nine-pin plug wiring. 
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Adjustment 


--
Pressure rollers 
Chariot buffer spring 


End of line bell 
Pawl throw-out lever 
Spring tensions 
Functional tests 
MOTOR 
Governor contacts 
Governor brush springs 


Measurement of motor 
speed 


Motor maintenance 
Teleprinter lubrication 


F 


X 


~--
EACH 


Pressure Remarks 
or Gauging 


functional 
functional 


55 times 
1-Smil 
functional 


20-25mil 
5 ± !oz 


3,000rpm 


Should just touch rail. Check 
that chariot is central 


Operate cross head 55 times 
Observe clearance 


Use governor contact clamp 
Reduces to 3oz for worn 


brushes 


Tables 1 and 2 


PLUG '/IE WED FROM 
PINS 


·lpFEACH 


-------- SOOp.H 
EACH 


------- 47!lEACH 


!------- ~~~~c:cms __________________ _, 


Fig 2.59b. Model 7, twelve-pin plug wiring. 


w 







J6 ww J5 


J8 


TELEPRINTERS 


A - Motor plug pin 


AA- Motor plug pin 


H Governing resistor 500 + 500fi 


K2 K K1 - Terminal block 


p 


,- ------- ----- -------- --, 
I N2 N4 N3 N1 I 


I : 
: 1000/' H 1000fH : 
I I 
I I 
: 6•8!1. 0·1 6•8!1. : 
I I 
I I L ________________________ J 


N 


V1 


V2 


Fig 2.60. Model 7, motor wiring. 


K Capacitor 0•5,.uF 


M - R I 5 Capacitor 0·1- 0•1 - 0•25fF 


N Governor R IS unit 


P - Governor brush block 


T - Motor field strapping block 


U - AC-DC series motor 


V - Motor connection block 


WW- Inductor 1000flH 


Z - Starter switch 
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A Portable Hellschreiber Variant 


 


In 1945 I was working at the Post Office Research Station, Dollis Hill (in north London)  [FD: where 
the GPO Hell Printer No. 1 was developed].  In the latter part of the year we began to see many 
examples of  former enemy communication equipment,  including a military Hellschreiber.  It was 
the first time I had ever heard of the system. It was very solidly built in typical military style, and 
though  it was  less  than half  the  size of  a  teleprinter  it was  still  a  large and very heavy piece of  
equipment.  


I was impressed by it; a simple printing system which could work over a very noisy channel using 
visual judgement to decide whether or not a character remained legible through the noise. I also 
admired the way it avoided the need for synchonism by increasing the width of the printing head 
so that when timing errors displaced the  line of print, at  least one  line of characters was always 
visible.  


Shortly after that I was searching a shelf in an annexe to the telegraph lab where I found a plastic‐
cased  portable  instrument  with  a  three‐row  typewriter  keyboard.  Nobody  I  could  ask  knew 
anything about it, or even that it was there.  


The case was made of paxolin, with metal angle along the edges and a webbing carrying handle. 
When opened, the shallow part formed the base with the machine fixed to it. The mechanism was 
very lightly built with nickel‐plated brass plates and round pillars. All parts of the mechanism were 
open.  


The printing mechanism was immediately behind the keyboard with the paper tape running from 
right to left. Beneath the tape path was a small D.C. motor, a short gear train and a one‐revolution 
clutch released by an electromagnet. The one‐revolution shaft turned a rotary stud switch, a hub 
with five radiating flat springs with small contact domes near their tips and the tape feed roller. 
The  springs  were  not  radial,  but  tangential  to  a  circle  concentric  with  the  shaft  and  their  tips 
trailing the direction of rotation. 


About  15  thin  bare  wires  (I  did  not  count  them)  were  stretched  beneath  the  keyboard,  with 
tension springs at one end, and spacing combs. They formed contacts with the bottom edges of 
the key levers which were notched to set up some sort of code.  


The feed roller drew paper tape from a reel, passing over a wick in the neck of a flat plastic liquid 
container, and  then over a  flat plate where contact points at  the ends of  the  flat  springs swept 
across the width of the tape. A cam held the tape clear of the wick when the mechanism was not 
running. I believe another cam locked the keyboard when the mechanism was turning, although I 
am not quite certain of this.  


After examining it, I could see how it worked. On depressing a key, one contact wire served by all 
keys switched the electromagnet and the mechanism made one turn. The rotary switch scanned 
the other contact wires and so transmitted the code selected by that key. It must have connected 
to the transmitter keying circuit, and very likely to the local printer as well. I could not follow the 
wiring in enough detail to be sure of that, and had no opportunity to operate it under power.  
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A signal from the receiver operated the clutch magnet and was connected to the rotating springs. 
During  their  single  turn  the  five  springs  swept  across  the  tape  in  succession, marking  the  tape 
wherever the spring was energised, by electrolysing the  liquid and releasing a dye.  In this way  it 
built up the characters exactly like a Hellschreiber.  


Although I could easily see how it worked, I was puzzled by the application. It did not fit any of the 
Post Office  services,  so  it must be military, yet  it  seemed poorly designed  for  that. The German 
army Hellschreiber in the next room showed the way the Military liked it; portable, yet rugged to 
withstand  abuse  and  rough  conditions.  This  piece  of  clockmaking  would  not  stand  up  to  such 
treatment for a moment.  


It carried no name or type number, but certain details showed it was British manufacture. 


The  choice of  other  details was  eccentric,  to  say  the  least.  The electrochemical  printing  system 
was a long‐forgotten idea from the distant past,* but what possible advantage did it have to justify 
reviving it here? Why synchronise the instruments with a start‐stop action when the Hellschreiber 
solved the problem so easily by avoiding the need for synchronising altogether?  


Recently my  son,  who  is  interested  in  old  radio  equipment,  was  telling me  about  a  very  small 
lightweight battery‐powered world war 2 transceiver he had seen. It was intended for clandestine 
operations, and while discussing it I remembered the start‐stop Hellschreiber I had seen.  


We wondered if they could have been used together. 


I  saw  it made  such  good  sense,  it was  probably  true.  Every  feature which  seemed  such  a  poor 
choice for most purposes offered real advantages in that application.  


A secret agent may have to operate  in all manner of  locations –  in the open,  in  forests,  in small 
buildings, in hideouts in dense urban areas – and wherever he is, he must draw no attention to his 
presence or activities. To send messages with a radio transmitter, the easiest means is speech, but 
besides being difficult to use over a very noisy channel, he is necessarily audible – and not only the 
microphone  might  hear  him.  The  usual  answer  to  those  problems  was  a  morse  key,  but  that 
required training. Agents were difficult to train; they had much to learn in a short time which had 
nothing to do with radio techniques and acquiring morse skills was a burden which extended the 
training time.  


That  start‐stop  Hellschreiber  could  solve  both  these  problems.  Its  immunity  to  noise  at  least 
equals morse, while the typewriter keyboard is easy to use. The standard Hellschreiber has a fixed 
transmission cycle, and keying  in step with  it demands  fair  typing skill, but by changing to start‐
stop operation, even the one‐finger non‐typist can pick out a short message.  


For clandestine operations, such a machine must be small and light to make it easy to carry and 
conceal, operate silently, run from radio batteries consuming very little power and be compatible 
with the radio inputs and outputs.  


This machine meets all  these  requirements. Even  the cumbersome electrochemical wet printing 
system was  the  best  choice  from  those  available  at  that  time  for  it  was  silent,  and  no  kind  of 
impact printer could provide that. It could even operate from an audio tone output of a few volts 
from the radio. 
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I have never heard any mention of such an instrument, so what was its history? At least one such 
machine  existed,  because  I  saw  it,  and  it  gave  the  appearance  of  being made  as  a  small  batch 
rather than a one‐off, yet  it could not have been used in  large numbers because its details were 
not designed for quantity production.  


I would be  interested  in any comments you may have, and I would  like to hear of any record or 
memory that such a machine was ever used in service. 


 


    David H. Jones, October 2011 


 


Post script, 25 January 2014:  


"I can add a little more now. It had a 3‐row keyboard with the usual typewriter layout (3‐row with 
double shifts were usual on portable typewriters at that time). However, the feature that confirms 
it was British,  is  the scanning switch, which  I  recognised.  It was a standard component made by 
Painton. It was a high quality version of the wafer switch. 


Manually  operated  wafer  switches,  which  were  very  widely  used  in  radio  and  electronic 
instruments,  were  assembled  from  a  twelve‐position  indexing  mechanism  and  any  number  of 
contact discs (wafers). The wafers were stamped from laminated plastic with contact clips riveted 
on. 


Painton produced a much better made version with many more  than 12 positions, used  in high 
grade  instruments  and  some  professional  sound  equipment.  The  contacts  were  turned  metal 
studs, moulded into a thermoplastic (bakelite?) wafer. The obvious reason for choosing it for this 
machine was the need for more than 12 positions. Only the wafer was used, mounted on top with 
the printing mechanism. 


The keys with their levers were probably typewriter parts, modified by cutting notches along their 
lower edges to match the code. The contact wires beneath them were very thin, tensioned with 
coil springs at one end. The wires appeared to be made of brass. The scanning operation was as 
you suggested. Do not rely too much on the number 15; it fits my impression, but I am not certain 
I counted them. 


The whole mechanism was very open. The framing of the machine certainly did not form a box. It 
fitted in a carrying case made of panels of laminated plastic (paxolin) joined by external strips of 
brass, angle screwed along all the edges. One sheet was hinged with the machine fixed to it and 
forming the base when it was in use. 


The liquid container was like a flat bottle  laid on its side, with an offset neck.  It was transparent 
and  appeared  to  be moulded,  which  I  now  realise  was  unusual.  At  that  time,  what mouldable 
transparent plastics were  there? The container  laid beneath  the print mechanism and extended 
most of the width of the machine." 


 


 


Post scripts, April 2018 (responding to the G.T.L. Telewriter description and photos): 
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This  is a most  interesting  find.  It  is not the machine  I saw.  In the notes  it  is called a Lightweight 
Telewriter,  but  it  is  obviously  much  heavier  than  the  one  at  Dolllis  Hill. They  are  identical  in 
principle and I am sure that they could communicate with each other over the same circuit. 


Besides  their  construction,  their  keyboards  are  different. While  they  both follow  the  standard 
typewriter  layout, the heavy machine has a four row keyboard while the lightweight version has 
the three row without figure keys, as was common on light portable typewriters. 


The notes point out that its construction required tooling, so it was designed for serial production 
but  the mechanism  of  the  lightweight  machine  was  more  like  clockmaking,  with  brass 
plates separated  by  round  brass  pillars. Another  sharp  difference  was the  rotary  switch  which 
scanned the keyboard. Instead of the specially made stud switch, the lightweight used a standard 
electronic  component.  Everything  about  its  construction  suggested  a  small  batch  made  in  the 
model shop rather than the production line. 


What we need know is some evidence about the use of both of these machines. 


The heavy machine was constructed using castings and mouldings, so it was meant to be made in 
significant  numbers.  The  Dollis  Hill  machine  was  not  only  very  much  lighter;  it  was  more  like 
clockmaking, built with brass plates linked by round brass rods.  It was the product of small batch 
production in the model shop rather than the production line.  


Another telling difference was use of standard components. Compare the rotary switches which 
scanned the keyboards. The Dollis Hill machine used a standard switch wafer. It was professional 
grade, but still an electronic component. The other machine used specially made parts. 
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